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Can We Raise
More Potatoes?
Secretary

Wilson

Sends

The Germans use their potatoes to
make alcohol
poses.

for

commercial

pur

Dr. Wiley has estimated that

one hundred pounds of potatoes will
produce ten pounds of alcohol. In
other words a bushel will produce
about six sevenths bf a gallon of al

CAN
Anti-Saloon
League

NOT BE RESPECTED

Says No Man Can Remain Behind the
Bar and Preserve His Self
Respect.

Colorado cohol. We ought to be producing en
The Crawfordsville Review hits the
They Will Use Many Dollars in Try
Farmer to Europe Where Tliey
nail on the head when it publishes the
ough potatoes in this country to en
liaise More Tubers.

able us to use denatured alcohol as
much as we use expensive gasoline.

ing to Have Local Option Law

Repealed.

following:
A Coles county man who has spent
many years behind the bar selling

In Germany potatoes are even dried
booze givei it as his opinion that
and used for feed. In fact, Europe SPEND MOST OF THEIR TIME
ACRE ARE RAISED IN ENGLAND seems to be far ahead of us in utiliz
there is only one place where a man
FIGHTING ANTI-SALOON LEAGUE
ing that which we neglect.
can run a saloon and not injure his
reputation, that is in hell. No man
"I intend to visit the little island of
The Island of Chiia Has Great Sue- Chila, off the coast of Chile—a bit of •1s They Realize It Is the Hardest can run the business without disgrac
TWO THOUNSAND BUSHELS PER

cess With Red Potato—Do We

land about the size of the State of

Waste Our Soil?

Rhode Island—where the potato cul
ture is marvelous. Here is found the

What is the matter
Sam's potato crop?

red potato, known to the Argonauts
with. Uucle of California as the potato that kept

Foe They Have to Fight—The
League Also Active.

ing himself, his family and friends.

make no complaint unless he wants

OF

LOCAL

NEWS
00 PER YEAR

I L. Thompson
Of Gas City

all the .fairs in the middle west. The
highest price Mr. Thompson ever paid,
for a single sheep was $350 for a
yearling ram.

He later sold this ram

and two ewes for $700.

This was

in 1889 and Mr. Thompson's standing

Nominated For Congress by
t h e Republicans of t h e
i &leventh District
WIDELY KNOWN AS
' THE SHEEP MAN
Was Member Indiana S t a t e
Board of Agriculture
Now for Congress

Behind the bar he must take all kinds
of abuse from all kinds of people and

4 PAGES

John L. Thompson, of Gas City
who has been nominated for congress

as a breeder may be understood when
it is stated that the man who paid this
fancy price for the sheep was the
same Illinois man who fourteen years
previous had sold to Mr. Thompson
his first pair of Shropshires.
Mr. Thompson has been superin
tendent of the sheep and swine depal tment of the Grant county fair
since it was organized and during the
past two years he has been the presi
dent of the lair association.

WILL RICHMOND' GO DRY?

E. S. Shumaker, superintendent of to drive away trade. The members of
by the republicans of the Eleventh
longer under all conditions than any the Indiana Anti-Saloon League, lias his family may never enter the room
districts bas been prominently identi
This question has been bothering other.
just finished
the examination of a where he does business, but they ar
Wet RiGhmond Mag "Dpg
fied with the agricultural interests of
agricultural experts at Washington
"Advancement in knowledge of large number of daily bulletins that ostracized in a social way and made
Up" Next February
for a generation and now Secretary of soils and how to preserve their rich have been sent out by the Association to suffer not for their own acts, but Indiana for many years and he
Agriculture Wilson has taken definite ness—such is tlie solution of the food of Indiana Brewers in the last few the acts of the man who pours out the widely known as "the sheep man.'
Richmond, Ind., June 22.—"Wet"
steps toward finding why, with Amer problem in America. We have been weeks. Examination of the bulletins, booze over the counter. No man can Mr. Thompson .has been a member of
Richmond may be "dried up" next
ica immense farm acreage, there are wasteful of our soils, which were t'he he says, shows that the brewers' as tell me anything so bad about the the Indiana State Board of Agricul
February, when the second anniver
ture since 1895 and for the last
not enough potatoes being raised in best in the world."
sociation is training its guns on the booze business but I am willing, after
sary of the liquor men's victory at
twelve years he has been the superin
this country to supply the demand.
Anti-Saloon League to the exclusion my years' experience, to believe,
the local option election rolls around,
tendent of the sheep department at
For the purpose of making an in ALL STUDENTS VOTED
of all other organizations and indi have had men come in and buy booze
for it is generally believed the tem
the state fair, he is the president of
vestigation of the potato situation
viduals.
who had in coldest kind of weather
perance forces will be in readiness
the Grant County Fair Association
abroad, Secretary Wilson has8 given
AGAINST LIQUOR TRAFFIC
"In all of these bulletins," said Mr. sold or pawned overcoats, coats, vests,
for another conflict, and if the rever
Eugene H. Grubb, of CarbOndale, It Is Only Ignorance and Vice That Shumaker, "I find no mention of the hats, and other garments, and go out and was one of. the organizers of the
sal of sentiment recently shown in
first farmers' institute held in his
Colo., the post of "potato ambassador"
Stands up for the Degrading
Prohibition party or anything that it in the chilly blasts of winter shiver
Jackson township and Cambridge City
home county. Because of his long ex
and Mr. Grubb is now on his way to
Business.
is trying to do. There is one domi ing. I know of one fellow who did
may be taken as evidence of existing
perience as a sheep breeder and im
Europe to find out why the farmers of
Indianapolis, June 20.—"I find,"
nant note throughout the bulletins odd jobs and gathered up washing for
conditions the "wets" are really in
Germany, Russia, France and England said E. E. Shumaker, superintendent and it is evident that the brewers are his wife to do to sustain herself and porter he was selected for superin
danger. An examination of the re
can raise more potatoes to the acre of the Indiana Anti-Saloon League, striking at just two things. One is him, who would show up nearly morn tendent of the sheep department at
monstrance that plunged Cambridge
than American farmers nave been "that the intelligence of this state has the Anti-Saloon League and the othar ing as soon as the door was opened the St. Louis World's Fair.
City into the "dry" column shows
able to do.
While Mr. Thompson has engaged
been arrayed with scarcely an excep is the county option law."
and he would spend an average of for
that many voters who stood for sa
in farming of all kinds and has dealt
Mr. Grubb was selected for this tion against the saloon. Colleges and
It seems to be generally understood ty cents before he left for breakfast.
loons at the local option election two
in all kinds of stock he is best known
important mission, which probably universities invariably have been be among the friends of the county op
Then he would come back and drink
ears ago signed the death warrant
will take him a year and which will littled by the liquor element, Igno tion law that a greater effort will be occasionally during the day. I don't as a sheep breeder. To Mr. Thomp
of the saloons this simmer With tlie
call him to South America as well as rance, vice and darkness hate intelli made by the brewers this year to know where he got his money, but he son is given the credit of first intro
entire county now in the "dry" col
ducing the Shropshire or black face
to Europe, because he is regarded as gence, sobriety and the light."
bring about the repeal of this law always had it. 1 could give you the
umn outside of the city of Richmond
the foremost potato expert in the Uni
Mr. Shumaker said that this asser than was made two years ago. ' t i name of a man to whose wife, the oheep, as they are more popularly the local liquor men are not able suc
known, in this county and state. To
ted States—not an expert of the lab tion was a deduction he had reached realized that the brewe'fs have'lJ-r'aotU*'"'°v-ort#eei- of the poor
gave a Baa- of
cessfully to conceal their fears and
day rifSSt of the, sheep In this Section
oratory class but a plain, practical after being in correspondence with cally divorced themselves from politi
shoes. Her husband took the sioes
the fact that they are jfinning their
are of the Shropshire variety, and
farmer who has been working out the the presidents of colleges and univer cal affiliations and that they are going
from her feet, brought them down
faith to the next general assembly
practically all of them can be traced
potato problem on his ranch in Color sities in every county in Indiana that after the county option law with the
town and found some one who was
amending the law so that the unit"
ado for twenty years and who has has voted "dry."
purpose in view of enacting a substi mean enough to pay him a quarter for back to the black faced sheep that shall be a township or city instead of
achieved practical results that have
In nis letters to the college presi tute law which will rpovide for strict them. He spent fifteen cents of the Mr. Thompson bought here less than a county is not surprising.
thirty-five years v.go.
astounded the world. Mr. Grubb's dents Mr. Shumaker inquired what regulation of the saloon business and
quarter for whisky and took home a
ranch is on the western slope of the the attitude of their institutions had a limitation of the number of saloons
Mr. Thompson b.'ught his first pair
loaf of bread and a can of tomatoes
First Auto Flow in Indiana Is at IVork
of the Shropshire^ at the Indiana
Rocky Mountains at the foot of Mt. been on the "wet" and "dry" ques on the basis of population.
for his hungry children. I repeat, a
Near Washington
Sopris. Here he has succeeded in tion, meaning what had been the at
All kinds of stories are being cir man cannot stay in the saloon busi- state fair in 1875. He confesses that
Indiana.
he went to the fair with the intention
working such wonders with the po titude of the faculty, students, trus culated about the amount of money
nes and maintain a position of re
of buying another variety, expecting
tato and in evolving such remarkable tees and friends of the different in the brewers will spend in this effort. spectability.
1 he first auto plow in Indiana is

varieties of "spuds" that he has won stitutions.
It is known that they already are
high praise from Luther Burbank.
"President Bryan, of Indiana uni spending large amounts of money in
The potato mission on which Mr. versity," said Mr. Shumaker, "wrote sending out literature and cleaning
Grubb has started directly concerns that in the option campaign in Mon up saloon conditions. One brewer is
the pocketbook of every wage earner roe county he had sent letters to the quoted as saying that the brewers' Located in Old Central Fire Station
in the country, for the price of pota parents of the students, asking about association will raise a total of $350,on East Fifth Street—Total

FIRE AT MARION

toes is bound to advance unless some

to pay about $25 for each sheep. now at work near Washington. The
I here he saw the Shropshires for the automobile has a radiator and fans
first time, and he was so taken with for cooling the engines, the same as

them that it is said he remained other autos. It is propelled with
around the sheep pens during the re gasoline, and magneto sparks explode
mainder of the fair. An Illinois man the gas. It has four wheels, tlfe front

Loss About $1,000.
had imported the black face sheep wheels about four feet high and the
their wishes, and with scarcely a dis 000. This would include the money
from
England and they were the first rear wheels eight feet high. The rear
senting voice they had approved the to be used for current expenses and
An
explosion
of
gasoline
in
the
es
For thirty years the consumption of
ever
seen
in Indiana. Mr. Thompson wheels are about eighteen inches wide
stand of the university in trying to for campaign purposes.
tablishment of the Eagle Tailoring & bought a pair, for which he paid $200 and enable the auto to travel through
potatoeg in this country has been
It is understood that the assess
keep the saloon out of Bloomington.
Dyeing company, at No. 219 East Fifth In speaking of this trip to Indianap soft earth without miring.
about three and a half bushels per
ment
of Crawford Fairbanks, the
"At Purdue the faculty took an ac
street at Marion, about 8:30 o'c'ock olis, Mr. Thompson recalls that there
capita but the supply has not kept
Behind the auto is drawn a gang
tive part in the option campaign, and Terre Haute brewer, before he sever
pace with the demand. It will sur
Monday night resulted in a fire that was then no railroad connecting of eight plows, plowing a strip ten
there was an organization among the ed his connection with the brewers'
wrecked the frame structure between Marion and Indianapolis and that he feed each trip across the field.
prise the average individual to learn
The
students. Every student who had a organization, was $1,500 a month and
that we import one-quarter of the po
the Indiana Theatre building and the reached the capital city by driving to auto, when plowing, travels at a
right to vote, voted "dry."
it is said that six other brewers of
old Presbyterian church, in East Hai tford City and there boarding
tatoes consumed in this country, but
speed of two and one-half to three
Mr. Shumaker believes the colleges the state are on the same assessing
such is a fact.
Fifth street, and incurred a heavy train.
miles an hour. After the first trip
can perform an important part in the basis. According to this story, the
property loss to W. A. Groppenbacher
"The only probable solution of the anti-liquor cimpaign in Indiana.
Mr. Thompson found that the aci'oss the farm it automatically
amount paid in monthly by the six
proprietor of the dyeing works and Shropshire sheep met with ready fa guides itself, and if the field be free
food problem in this country," said
Mr. Shumaker calls attention to the largest breweries of the state would
Charles Nelson, a hardware dealer vor with Indiana farmers and he ar from stumps it could be started at
Mr. Grubb, "is to increase the pro
fact that all of those who are most be $9,000. It is estimated that the as
in South Adams street, who had con ranged to handle them on an extern
duction of our lands. I am going
one end of the farm, a mile or two
actively connected with the work of sessments of the smaller breweries
siderable stock stored in a part of sive scale. His farm in Monroe town
• abroad to learn, if possible, why Lord
long, and without anyone accompany
the Anti-Saloon league are colleg- would bring the monthly total up to
the building.
Rosebury, on soil that has been culti trained men.
ship became a big sheep ranch. The ing it, would do the work perfectly.
$15,000. Assessments of this kind,
vated for hundreds of years can grow
Plowing thirty acres is regarded as
To give an idea of the results that however, would bring in scarcely Will Put the Lid oil to Prevent Such demand for the new kind of sheep
two thousand bushels of potatoes to
became so great that in 1882, 1884 and an average day's work for the ma
may be accomplished by college men, $100,000 between now and the time for
Orgies as Hartford City
the acre, while I can only raise six
.1885 he secured shipments of the chine. Thirty horses arid fifteen men
Mr. Shumaker quotes from a speech the election and would leave some
Sees.
hundred on my ranch in Colorado.
sheep from Canada. His business would be necessary to do the same
made a few weeks ago by President thing like $250,000 to be raised in
The suitcase brigades from New continued to grow to such big pro
"I am going to find out why a small Thwing, of the Western Reserve uni special assessments. By a good many
work. Only $4 worth of gasoline is
country like Germany can produce
not much credence is given the story Castle and other points in "dry" terri portions that he decided to buy the required to feed the engine a day
versity, who said that a student of the
that $350,000 is to be raisecj. Some tory, which have made life miserable sheep direct from Shropshire, Eng
one-third of the total potato crop of
while in operation.
statistics of the question for a great
believe that $150,000 would be nearer for the temperance people of Cam
the world, nearly 1,700,000,000 bush
land.
He
made
his
first
visit
to
Eng
many years brought the logical de the amount.
bridge City, may not find it such easy land in 1887 and this sheep-buying
els, while we raise only about 300,000,duction that one out of every forty
There is no way of telling just how
A WOMAN'S GREAT IDEA
sailing
when Cambridge City becomes expedition proved to be such a profit
000 bushels. I am going to find out college-trained men rises to promi much the Anti-Saloon League will be
A
weak,
sickly woman will be ner
dry, and the traffic in liquor is able one that he returned to England
why Russia and France and nearly
able to put into the fight. The finan
nence, while among non-college men
vous
and
irritable. Constipation and
cial agent of the league, it is said, is transferred to Richmond.
every European conutry can raise the ratio is one in ten thousand.
in each of the suceeding four years.
Kidney
poisons
show in pimples,
able to make glowing reports, and
Numerous disturbances in interur- A strange fact is that while Mr.
three or four times as many bushels
has collected several assessments of ban cars and in the streets of Camblotches, skin eruptions and a wretch
of potatoes to the acre as the average
KEPT THE KING AT HOME.
Thompson visited five different times
considerable size, and has the promise
bi idge City caused the crusade which he never crossed the channel to ed complexion. But Electric Bitters
farmer in this country produces.
"For the past year we have kept the of more when the campaign is on.
always prove a godsend to women
"With cheap potatoes to fall back King of all Laxatives—Dr. King's New The current expenses of the Anti-Sa resulted in remonstrating out of Jack Europe.
'
who want health, beauty and friends.
son
township
all
saloons,
and
the
on, the people of this country need Life Pills—in our home and they have loon League amount to about $25,000
On each visit to England, Mr.
But without health, it is hard for her
a
jear,
and
in
the
past
the
league
Richmond
dealers
in
"wet"
goods,
fear no meat famine. But the present proved a blessing to all our family,"
Thompson would buy from 300 to 500
leaders have had their hands full in therefore, are not anxious that the
to be lovely in face, form or temper.
price of potatoes in this country is writes Paul Mathulka, of Buffalo, N.
of the best breed of Shropshires. He
raising this amount. One story that
They regulate Stomach, Liver and
absurd. In Germany potatoes are put Y. Easy, but sure remedy for all is going the rounds is that the league business shall be deflected here, and made most of his purchases direct
Kidneys,
purify the blood; give strong
to many uses, whereas we seem to Stomach, Liver and Kidney, troubles, will be able to raise a special fund the police declare that if any of the from the farmers. He recalls that he
nerves,
bright eyes, pure breath,
of $25,000 for the coming campaign. "undesirable" class hit Richmond and once paid $100 apiece for twenty
think the potato's usefulness is over Only 25c at
smooth,
velvety
skin, lovely complex
This story is not confirmed at the proceed to warm up things, there will
when it figures as a table necessity.
ewes. SThese were for show purposes
T. M. Smith & Co,
league's headquarters.
ion,
good
health.
Try them. 60c at
be prompt arrests.
and Mr. Thompson exhibited them at
T. M. Smith & Co,
means is found to increase the yield.

The Upland Enterprise
K. K. DEEREN, Editor.
UPLAND

,

INDIANA

THE NEWER EDUCATION,

Newsy Notes of Interest from the Capital
and All Around the State.

The relation of the larger universi
ties of the United States to the practi
cal problems of existence is beiqg em
phasized in an astonishing degree
GIRL SLAIN IN AUTO WRECK PLAN OF PURDUE UNIVERSITY
nowadays, says Chicago Tribune. If
the notion of cloistered halls where
pale-faced students pored over musty Cleo Shafer Is Killed and Seven Oth,
All of One Weeks' Duration and Iden
tomes once held sway, that idea has
ers injured When Boy Chauffeur
tical In Scope With January
entirely disappeared. The dominant
Attempts to "Show Off" Be
Corn School at
thought appears to be, how can the
fore Friends. •
Purdue.
training of the schools be made most
useful in bettering the conditions of
human life. The University of Wiscon
sin, for example, has been rendering
great service to the people of our
neighboring commonwealth through its
municipal reference bureau. Recog
nizing the activity in the field of city
administration, it has collected infor
mation from all available sources, and
is now ready to send out material on
such subjects as sewage disposal, wa
ter supply and purification, street
sprinkling and cleaning, the smoke
nuisance, parks and playgrounds, care
of trees, the commission form of gov
ernment, public utilities and public
service rates, civic centers and art
commissions. The statement that one
morning's mail brought inquiries from
city officials in nine different common
wealths indicates the importance oi
euc.h university work.
There is always room higher up for
the young American who has the tal
ent and the disposition to win. Few
enlisted men in the navy rise to com
missioned rank, for the way Is long
and arduous. But the prize can he se
cured by proper effort One of these
rare cases is reported from Annapolis,
where Frederick M. Earl of Northfield, Vt., lately an apprentice in the
navy, has passed the requisite exam
ination and has been admitted to the
Naval academy as a midshipman, and
in due time of course, if all goes well,
will receive his diploma and become
an officer. The young man is said to
have gone through "with flying
col
ors," and it may be predicted that
wth such pluck and energy he will
make his mark in the service of his
country. And ho has set an excellent
example to other ambitious lads.
Advice by an energetic, efficient
business man to a man now going
hack to work after a tired out spell:
"Take things easier and get more
fresh air. No worry. Do the most im
portant thing first and then the next;
generally the things you don't do
aren't worth' doing. What you think
you ought to do you want to do up to
the handle and do it quick and then
forget it Don't putter. The way to
get along, in my judgment, is to work
up to the limit for a certain number
oi hours and then stop. A man can get
further in the long run walking three
and a half miles an hour for eight
hfturs out of each twenty-four than he
can going two miles an hour for six
teen hours in twenty-four. The first
way he can keep going and Improve;
the last way he will deterioriate and
finally have to quit."
The night letter telegrams have
proved a boon to many, but there are
patrons that find them somewhat baf
fling. "Look at that man biting the
end of his pen over there," the man
ager of a New York office said. "He is
trying to think what in the world to
say to use up the 50 words he is en
titled to. I like to watch 'em in here
at nights. Most of them have more
trouble trying to think up 50 words
than they ever did in keeping their
messages down to tea. There is only
one man who comes in here, sits right
down and writes out his 50 words
without hesitating. But he's in busi
ness down south, and has been in the
habit of sending long messages for
years."
President
Schur'man of
Cornell
points out that the scholarship records
ot the 1,020 men at the college who are
members of the fraternities and clubs
do not compare favorably with those
of the 2,316 men who are not., and has
warned the fraternity and club men
that they are in trial, and that they
would better set higher ideals in schol
arship. There is no objection to lib
erty and equality at Cornell, but
fraternity Is looked on with suspicion.
In view of the fact that that Wash
ington society girl's mother says that
her daughter has been absolutely for
bidden by her to go on the stage, per
haps it is not surprising that the girl
is there.

Whether or not a Chicago man wears
a collar two days in succession de
pends more on the man, perhaps, than
It does on the condition of the collar.
Arguments for International peace
are popular except when they are
made excuses for military indolence,

TOWN BOOMERS ARE BLAMED
Wabash Railroad and Indiana Inv
provement Company Held Respon
sible for Decline in Ashley
Real Estate Values.
Fort Wayne, June 20.—That the Wa
bash railroad and the Indiana Im«
provement company, a corporation
of Wabash officials, are jointly respon
sible for the depreciation in property
values in Ashley, following the re
moval of the railroad company's shops
from that place, is in effect the finding
of a jury in the superior court. The
plaintiff in the test case, George
Grate, was given damages in the sum
of $448.40. The case will be carried
to the supreme court, as a favorable
finding means 100 or more similar
suits, aggregating thousands of dol
lars.
It is declared that the Indiana Im
provement company purchased a big
strip of land where Ashley is now lo
cated, and then, with a big flourish
of trumpets, announced the location
of a town there owing to the Wabash
shops being at that place. When the
boom was well on, it is declared, the
Wabash officials sold out at high
; prices. Then the shops were removed.
Similar tactics are alleged to have
been practised at Tilden, 111.; Delray,
I Mich., and Andrews, Ind. Naturally
Uhe result of the suit is far-reaching
:in its effects.
This action was brought here from
Auburn on change of venue and the
trial was characterized by a bitter conI test. Following the return the attor
neys for the companies asked for a
judgment on the answers to a num
ber of interrogatories asked by the
jury, and this motion will be heard on
| July 7.

A Protection Against the Heat.
When you begin to think it's a per
sonal matter between you and the sun
to see which is the hotter, buy your
self a glass or a bottle of Coca-Cola.
It is cooling—relieves fatigue and
quenches the thirst. Wholesome as
the purest water and lots nicer to
drink. At soda fountains and car
Demands Passage of Campaign bonated in bottles—5c everywhere.
Send 2c stamp for booklet "The Truth
Contributions Bill.
About Coca-Cola" and the Coca-Cola
Baseball Record Book for 1910. The
latter contains the famous poem
TO WIN AT THIS SESSION "Casey At The Bat," records, schedules
for both leagues, and other valuable
baseball information compiled by au
Executive Heeds Pledge He Gave Be
thorities. Address The Coca-Cola Co.,
fore Election—Attaches His Sig
Atlanta, Ga.
nature to Statehood Measure
According to Her Count.
—Moody Retired.
"Yes," said the young wife; "Philip
and 1 have lived together a whole
year, and we've never had the slight
est quarrel."
"What are you talking about! You
and Philip were married seven years
ago!"
"To be sure we were, but you forget
that he's a traveling salesman."

How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's
Catarrh Cure.
^
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly hon
orable in all business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made by his firm.
WALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN,

Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of tbe
system. Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents per
bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

Similarity.
Eva—Then you are not fond of
pressed flowers?
Jack—No, they always remind me
of a kiss through a telephone.
Eva—Gracious! In what way?
Jack—They have lost their sweet
ness.
Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
infants and children, and see that it

In Use For Over 30 Years.
"The Kind You Have Always Bought

Stockholders Lose Case.
Evansville, June 20.—Superior Judge
Gilchrist ruled that stockholders of
the Citizens' National hank are . re
sponsible individually for tax assess
ments on stock for the year 1909 even
if the hank was not solvent through
out the whole year. The bank ob
tained an injunction three weeks ago
against County Treasurer Klauss, re
straining him from collecting taxes.
Appeals will he taken in both suits,
one by the bank and the other by the
'county.

PERRY DAVIS* FAINKJLIEB
Is the best, safest and surest remedy for erampSL
colic and diarrhea. AsaHniment for wounds anc
sprains it is unequalled. 25c, 36c and 60c.

Candor is ever the brightest gem oi
true criticism.—Disraeli.
Mrs. "Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup.
Forchlldren teething, softens tbe gums, reduceslntiammation.allay s nam. cures wind colic. 25c a bottle.

Constipation causes and seriously aggravates
many diseases. It is thoroughly cured by Dr.
Pierce's Pellets. Tiny sugar-coated granules.

Starts War on Mosquito.
Kokomo, June 20.—The city board
of health has begun a war on the
mosquito, directing the sanitary offi
cers that "summer crude oil" be
poured upon all stagnant bodies of
water where insects dangerous to
health breed with impunity. The
project of straightening Wildcat creek
Is under serious consideration, with
a view of ending its propagation of
pernicious insect life.
Man Shot by Woman Dying.
Washington, June 20.—Turner Huls,
a farmer who was shot two weeks ago
by Mrs. May Edwards in Reeve town
ship, took a turn for the worse and
physicians gave the statement that his
end was near. Attorneys for Mrs. Ed
wards were preparing a prayer to the
court for a reduction of the bond of
Mrs. Edwards, who is held in the coun
ty jail.
$700,000 Ditch Ordered.
Valparaiso, June 20.—Judge Steis
ordered the construction of the Burns
ditch, in Lake and Porter counties.
The hearing of the matter has taken
three weeks and has been in the
courts two years. Two thousand peo
ple are affected, many Chicagoans be
ing parties to the suit. The estimated
cost is $700,000. .

Richmond.—Prof. D. L. Stoner, prin
cipal of the Greensfork high school,
resigned.
Evansville.—Cort Pattorn and Miss
Edna Pleak, well-known young people
of this city, were married by Rev.
James B. Lathrop.
Evansville.—Charles Gottman, druggifet, charged with violating the "blind
tiger" law, was fined $50 and sen
tenced to 30 days in jail.
Richmond.—A class of 64 graduated
from the Richmond high school, the
address being delivered by Dr. George
Mackintosh, president of Wabash col
lege. Miss Helen Sparks, an honor
pupil, read an original poem, and
Principal C. W. Knouff presented the
diplomas.
Richmond.—Dedication of the Auto
matic Tool works, a concern brought
here from Dayton, O., occurred, the
demonstration being a large one. Ad
dresses were made by prominent citi
zens. The industry occupies a new
building on the South side and will
employ a large force of men.

FLOODS DO GREAT DAMAGE
Severe Rains' in Pennsylvania Cause
Rivers to Overflow Resulting
in Heavy Loss.
Pittsburg, June 21—Reports re
ceived from the districts cut off from
communication by the late storms in
dicate that the damage done in the
afflicted sections will amount to a
much larger sum than was at first re
ported.
One death has occurred, traced di
rectly to the swollen rivers. Julius
Desroache, sixty-two years old, was
drowned in the Ohio river as he at
tempted to reach the north shore,
near, near Brunot's island. The cur
rent and high waters overturned his
skiff.
Millions of feet of lumber and hun
dreds of logs at Point Marion, Pa.,
are being carried out of the Cheat
river, which is near the flood stage.
The river is still rising and if it gains
an additional five feet Point Marion, a
town of 6w persons, will be inundated.
Another storm of the proportions of a
cloudburst visited the district, fol
lowed by fire.
Several houses were
burned to the ground.
County authorities at Brownsville
estimate the damage to property at
$100,000.
The Monongahela river
there now is at 35 feet and rising. The
Monongahela river railroad is out of
commission.

Guar"

W. L. DOUGLAS
SHOES

TRAIN DEMOLISHES A STATION
Cars Loaded With Stone Dash Down
Incline, Smashing Engine and
Injuring Man.

Make the Liver
Do its Duty

Utica, N. Y.,, June 21.—Three cars
loaded to capacity with heavy build
ing stone, got beyond control at Sal
isbury and dashed down a steep in
cline at the rate of 80 miles an hour
into a passenger train standing at
Dodgeville station.
The locomotive
and baggage car were badly damaged,
and the railroad station was demol
ished. Only one person, a man, riding
in the baggage car, was hurt. His in
juries are not serious.

Nine times in ten when the liver is right
ftomach end bowels are right.
CARTER'S LITTLE /$$$&.
LIVER PILLS
gently hut firmly
pel a lazy liver to
A
do its duty.
©ITTLE
Cures Con-^gj
flVER
stipation, jBjgj
I PILLS.
Indigea-M&Sjr'
FJBT
tion,
Sick
~
.
Headache, and Distress after Eating.
Small Pill. Sinall Dose, Small Pme
GENUINE must bear signature:

Slays His Old Rival.
Bloomington, Ind., June 21.—Jeal
ousy over a love affair in Italy re
sulted in Nick Pelloni shooting and
stabbing Ben Carnici.
The victom
died.

CARTERS

L

E

Vast Throng Greets the Former
President at New York.
HE IS MET AT QUARANTINE
Escorted to the Battery by a Great
Flotilla—Speeches and Land Pa
rade—Affair Is Spontaneous ,
and Non-Partisan.

New York.—He has come back!
Theodore Roosevelt returned to
his native land June 18, and was given
a welcome home such as was never
before accorded to a citizen of this
republic. The whole country joined
in it, and it was so spontaneous and
so utterly non-partisan that it could
not but be most flattering to the for
mer president.
Since emerging from the African
jungle the latter part of March, Mr.
Roosevelt has been the guest of near
ly every European ruler and almost
unprecedented honors have been

shouted their greetings to "Teddy"
as he passed and the factories and
mills added the noise of their whis
tles to the general din.
So It went all the way up to Twen
ty-third street, where the parade
turned and made its way back to th«
Battery. At that historic spot at tjj#
lower end of Manhattan island Col
onel Roosevelt landed to receive thi
formal welcome home.

ELDEST SON OF
ROOSEVELT WEDS

family. As a boy he rode horseback
and engaged in all the other outdoor
pursuits of ihe juvenile Roosevelt clan
at their home at Oyster Bay and he
took some part in athletics during
his preparatory school course at Groton and his collegiate course at Har
vard, but in the main he has been less
enthusiastic on the subject of life in
the open than his father and brother
Theodore, Jr., and Miss Eleanor Kermit. He has always been of a Witnesses Are Called in Defense
Welcomed by Mayor Gaynor.
studious nature and his romance with
Alexander Are Married.
of Legislator Browne.
Miss Alexander is said to have had
In an enclosure in the center of Bat
its beginnings in the mutual love of
tery park were 200 distinguished
these young people for music. For all
guests, including senators, represent
atives, ambassadors and close per CULMINATION OF LOVE MATCH that "Teddy, Jr.," has eschewed the LABOR CHIEFS BROUGHT IN
sensational in outdoor athletics, he did
sonal friends of Mr. Roosevelt. Sur
participate two years ago in a bal Two Men Tell of Reasons Once Given
rounding this enclosure was another
Former
President
Witnesses
Cere
loon flight from Washington, in which
reserved space which was occupied by
by Accuser for His Lorimer
mony In New York Church—San
he and the two army officers who
about 2,600 prominent men and mem
Vote—Woman Also
j
Francisco
to
Ee
Home
of
were his fellow passengers had some
bers of the big reception committee.
Testifies.
rather exciting experiences.
the Couple.
The cheering and music were al
most continuous as the colonel ens
There was no little surprise on the
Chicago, June 21.—Witnesses for
tered the park, but finally quiet was
New York.—Of all the June wed part of the public when Theodore, Jr.,
restored and Mayor Gaynor stepped dings of 1910, the one that has upon the completion of his college the defense in the Lee O'Neil Browne
forward and delivered a coijdlal ad aroused the most genetal interest was- course two years ago, chose a busi bribery trial whose testimony is calcu
dress of welcome on behalf of the na that of Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., and ness career as his life work, and still lated to shake the story of Representa
tion and the city. Mr. Roosevelt re Miss Eleanor Alexander which was more wonder was aroused when he tive Charles A. White, chief witness
sponded briefly but feelingly, and celebrated in the Fifth Avenue Pres took employment in a Connecticut car for the state, advanced to the assault
short speeches were made by several byterian church on June 20.
pet factory in order to gather knowl in the defendant's first inning follow
A large number of prominent people edge at first hand of the practical side ing the close of the jirosecution's case.
other •prominent men. Much as he
A formal motion to take the case
would have liked to be preseBt to witnessed the ceremony, but naturally of carpet manufacture. He started at
greet his predecessor, President Taft the most noticed person in the church, the lowest round of the ladder, as an from the jury and instruct it to return
was kept away on account of his offi after the bride and groom, was Col. unskilled workman at a small salary. a verdict of not guilty was overruled
^
by the court, as was a motion to strike
cial position and by a previous en Theodore Roosevelt, father of the Of course he was_ promoted as he masgagement.
young man who was entering the state J tered the intricacies""of "the"business! from the evidence jiortions of testi
mony which constitute the very basis
Parade Through the City.
of the trial. Charles A. White was
When the speech making was over,
recalled for further cross-examination
for a short time.

BRIBERV STORY

BEFORE AND AFTER THE TRIP
heaped on him.
The reception by
his fellow citizens was a fitting cli
max to his triumphal tour and must
have been the most satisfactory event
connected with it.
Flotilla

Meets Him at Quarantine.

More than a month ago every avail
able craft in New York harbor had
been engaged for the day, and nu
merous big organizations, like the Re
publican club of New York and the
Hamilton club of Chicago, had char
tered regular coast line steamers.
Early in the morning this immense
flotilla sailed far down the bay, and
when, about 9 o'clock, the scouting
tugs and motor boats came flying in
with the word that the Kaiserin Au
gusts Victoria was approaching, all
made ready for the first greeting.
As the big liner came into sight, ev
ery whistle on every vessel was tied
open and shrieked the welcome to the

the parade through the city streets
started. It was originally intended
to conclude the reception with a mon
ster parade, and invitations were Is
sued to various organizations through
out the country. Within a few day3,
however, the committee was flooded
with so many applications that the
parade feature had to be in part aban
doned. Organizations from Maine to
California and from the Gulf to the
Great Lakes requested places in the
line of march, and if the project had
been carried out, the procession would
have extended from the Battery to
the Harlem river and back again, a
distance of 20 miles, and the people
who had traveled hundreds of miles
to see Roosevelt would have been de
prived of the pleasure. In order to
overcome this obstacle so that no one
would be offended, a unique arrange
ment was adopted by the committee.

Reading from left to right: Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., Mrs. Roosevelt, Mrs. Longworth, Larz Anderson.

of matrimony. The date of the wed
ding had been set to permit the at
tendance of the former president, and
this was one of his very first social
engagements after his return from
abroad, R>r he landed In New York
only two days before.
Mrs. Snowden Fahnestock, who be
fore her own recent marriage was
Miss Elizabeth Bertron, was the ma
tron of honor, and the bridesmaids
were Miss Ethel Roosevelt, Miss Jes
sie Millington-Drake, Miss Janetta
Alexander, Miss Jean Delano and Miss
Harriet Alexander.
Rev. Henry M. Sanders, a great
uncle of the bride, officiated, assisted
by Dr. Gordon Russell of Cranford
N. J.
After the ceremony the bridal party
was entertained at the home of the
bride's uncle, Charles B. Alexander.
At least a part of the honeymoon will
be spent at Sagamore Hill, the coun
try home of the Roosevelt family at
Oyster Bay, Long Island. Later in the
summer the young couple will start
for San Francisco, where Mr. Roose-

Senate Passes Probe Resolution.

from stereograph, copyright, by Underwood Sc Underwood. N. Y
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HOMEWARD

returning wanderer.
Colonel Roose
velt, with Mrs. Roosevelt and Ker
mit by his side, stood on the deck,
waving his hand and smiling t&e fa
miliar smile, and the waiting thou
sands cheered him again and again.
Reception Committee Takes Him.

At Quarantine the necessary for
malities were quickly over and the
official reception committee took the
colonel and his party aboard its rev
enue cutter.
That vessel at once
started up the harbor and all the gaily
decorated craft, filled with clubs and
private parties, felT in behind and
formed a most spectacular water pa
rade. On almost every boat was a
oand, and all the way the musicians
played at the top of their lungs. The
shores were black with people who

BOUND

All organizations that wished to par
ticipate in the parade were assigned
certain blocks along the line of
march; for Instance, one <pr two
blocks were assigned to some visiting
club, and the next to the public, and
so on.
The procession Itself was compara
tively small and was led by the mount
ed police of New York, who were fol
lowed by the police band on foot.
Then came the escort of 500 Rough
Riders under the command of Robert
Hunter of Oklahoma city, president
of the organization. Colonel Roose
velt came next in a carriage, and his
carriage was followed by a long pro
cession of vehicles containing the
members of the committee and the
speakers.

velt is to be in charge of the inter
ests of the carpet manufacturing firm
ith which he has been associated for
some time.
The love story of the young couple
has been a quick-moving romance.
Their engagement was announced only
last winter, and the news was cabled
to Colonel Roosevelt, resulting in the
speedy receipt of his approval and
congratulations. The bride, who is
the daughter of Henry Addison
Alexander of New York, is twentyone years old, of a little more
than medium height, slender, and
of /sry attractive appearance, hav
ing an especially beautiful com
plexion. she is as animated as her
famous sister-in-law, Mrs. Alice Roose
velt Longworth, whose house guest
she was for a time just before Mrs.
Longworth sailed for England to join
her father.

and ffrenches, to retain the archaic
capital "ff." The family trace their
descent from Hugo de Meolis, who
came to England with the Conqueror,
and they have been associated for gen
erations with the court, army and
church, and with public life.—From
the Court Journal.
Raven's Sharp Trick.

The best >talking-blrd new to the
big collection in the London "Zoo" is
a raven who came to the aviary last
year. "Hullo! Jack!" is his favorite
remark, and it is the voice of one
who meets an unworthy friend. Soon
after he arrived he used his conver
sational powers with great effect upon
a lammergeier who shares his cage
(relates the London Spectator). The
lammergeier had a piece of meat
which the raven desired, but he was
unwilling to surrender It. The raven
Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., strongly re
hopped up. "Hullo! Jack!" he began
sembles his father in looks, but is de
and the lammergeier, aghast at the
cidedly reserved and is generally cred
voice of man, dropped his dinner and
ited with being far less democratic
was never
um*

THREE

RELIGIOUS

PARADER8

QUENCH THIRST AND DIE.
Three
Hundred
Fatally III
From
Partaking of Infected Water
in Dalmatia.

Vienna, June 2l'.—Poisoning of the
waters of a spring near Trau, in Dal
matia, is responsible for the imme
diate death of three religious proces
sionists, the probable fatal illness of
300 others.
The hospitals at Trau are crowded
with the victims of the poisoning.
During the religious parade the pro
cession passed a famous alkaline and
sulphur spring. The day was insuf
ferably hot and the processionists
broke ranks and rushed to this
spring. 1 In the disorder one of the
attendants at the spring was trampled
and killed. No clue to the poisoning
has been found.

POLICE BALKED IN MURDER
Killing of Aged New York Jeweler,
Whose Body Was Found in a
Trunk, Is Baffling.

New York, June 21.—The police are
apparently balked at the skilfully
planned murder of Moses Sachs, the
aged jeweler, who was murdered for
$3,000 worth of diamonds and $300 in
Labor Leaders Brought Into Case.
It became apparent that labor lead bank bills, and then stuffed into a
ers are to be brought into the trial. trunk which was left in a hallway of
Judge McSurely issued subpoenas for a house on Goerck street. The trunk
the three members of the legislative was found Saturday.
It is the hope of the police that the
committee of the Chicago Federation
of Labor who were delegated to attend trunk can be traced to the dealer and
thence to the purchaser.
the sessions of the last legislature.
The autopsy shows that the old man
In addition to this two of the lead
ing witnesses were labor men— was choked into insensibility and then
George F. Gloss, a motprman, and put alive in the trunk.
The jeweler was last seen in a
George Doyle, inspector of engines for
the "Wabash railroad and a member of grocery store on Chrystie street on
the International Association of Ma Friday, and shortly after a trunk was
placed in a hallway of a Goerck street
chinists.
Gloss' testimony had to do with cer house.
tain alleged conversations he had had
with White, when, it is claimed, White
Detroit Industrial Exposition.
talked of the prospective election of
Detroit, Mich., June 21.—The doors
William Lorimer to the United States of Detroit's industrial exposition
senate. Doyle testified as to several were thrown open last night, and ,all
conversations he is declared to have day today the people have been flock
had with White in Springfield shortly ing to this big educational and enter
prior to the election of Lorimer.
taining show. Nearly 300 exhibits of
White Makes Denial.
the city's industries have been placed,
White, on cross-examination, denied and in addition there is almost unlim
having told Gloss that he was going ited amusement. The decorations and
to vote for Lorimer because the sena illuminations are elaborate, and there
tor was a friend Of the street car men are band concerts afternoon and eve
and also that he told Gloss that Lori ning. Tomorrow will be Canada day.
mer was going to get him a "fat job"
after his election.
THE MARKETS
William Rossell of the machinists'
union testified that White had told
Grain, Provisions, Etc.
him during a conversation that "these
Chicago, June 20.
fellows" would have to "come across
FLOUR—Steady. Winter wheat, pat
good and plenty" and that he would be
ent jute, $4,700)4.80; straight, jute, $4,500
"flying high" before long.

but he continued to live quietly In a
modest boarding house. Many persons
were skeptical as to whether young
Roosevelt would stick to so prosaic an
existence, but he is evidently deterTells of White's Remarks.
ttsfhed to win his fortune in this
Gloss on the stand admitted that in
sphere.
a conversation with White the latter
had told him he intended to vote for
The ff In ffarington.
Lorimer because he was a friend of
Mrs. ffarington,
who is engaged to the street car men. Later, Gloss tes
Mr. Tom Curtis, is the widow of the tified, White said to him:
late Mr. W. E. ffarington of Worden.
"My name was away down in the
Lancashire. The spelling of this a»- list during the voting and when it
cient name with ]the small "ff" found came my turn I was undecided as jto
in old manuscripts is merely the reten what to do, so I just called out 'Lori
tion of the old form of capital "F." mer!' and let it go at that."
Deeds of conveyance in the time of
Doyle, who was a labor lobbyist at
George II. and III. recite: "George of Springfield, testified that in a conver
Great Britain ffrance
and Ireland sation White, had said to him:
King," etc.; the form could not there
"You are the
tightest bunch I
fore be due to ignorance, as has been ever saw. What do you think we fel
said, for in days when gentlemen of lows are going to live on—wind?"
estate were gentlemen of quality such
The witness said that White im
a spelling in deeds could hardly arise pressed him as a man who would take
from lack of knowledge of spelling. a bribe.
The ffaringtons of Worden hall, Lan
Miss Woods Testifies.
cashire, prefer, like several other well
Katheryn Woods of East St. Louis,
known families, including the ffolke3 the woman who had been often seen
in the company of Representative
White, was called to the stand. She
testified that White had told her that
he "was after the Lorimer bunch,"
and that he had already spent $3,000
as a member of the legislature, "and
would get it all back and considerable
more after my story of the Illinois
legislature Is printed."
Miss Woods also testified that she
changed several railroad passes for
White.
She further stated that White had
told her that he had many influential
friends in Chicago and that after the
story concerning Lorimer and Browne
would become public White intended
to leave for Europe.

The Roosevelt Home at Oyster Bay.

POISONED SPRING IS FATAL

Washington, June 21.—The resolu
tion providing for an investigation of
the alleged bribery charges and cor
rupt practises of the Illinois legisla
ture in connection with the election of
Senator Lorimer was reported to the
senate from the committee on con
tingent fund and adopted.
Senator Borah of Idaho sought in
vain to amend the resolution so as to
provide that the investigatidn shall
begin at once. It is not expected that
the subcommittee which is to conduct
the inquiry, will begin its work until
early next fall.
Bagmen of Bagdad in Session.

Columbus, 0., June 21.—Members of
the Ancient Mystic Order of Bagmen
of Bagdad are in session here today,
all parts of the country being repre
sented. Officers will be elected and
candidates initiated. The meeting is
coincident with that of the supreme
council of the United Commercial
Travelers, to which the Bagmen be
long.
Fisheries Argument On.

The Hague, June 21.—The argu
ments for the United States in the
Newfoundland fisheries, dispute were
opened before the international arbi
tration tribunal by former Senator
George Turner.

4.60; clear jute, $3.70(5)3.80; spring wheat,
special brands, $6.00; Minnesota
hard,
straight export
bags, $4.70©4.S0; first,
clears. $3.8004.10; second clears, $2.8003.00;
low grades, $2.6502.30; rye flour,
bbls..
jute, $3.6003.70; dark, bbls., $3.5003.60.
WHEAT—Advanced. July, 93%©95%c;
September, 91%094%c.
CORN—Advanced. July, 58%©59%c; Sep
tember, 59060c.
OATS—Higher. July, 37%@3Sc; Septem
ber, 36©37%c.
BUTTE&—Creamery, extras, 27c; price
to retail dealers, 28%c; prints, 29%c; extra
firsts, 26%c; firsts,
23%c; seconds, 24%c;
seconds, 23c; ladles, No. 1, 22%c; packing
21c.
EGGS—Miscellaneous lots, cases Inclu
ded, 35@16%e; cases
returned, 14@16c;
fresh, li%c; prime firsts, 16c; firsts, 18%c:
extra, 21%c; No. 1 dirties, 15c; checks,
14c.
POTATOES—Choice to fancy, 18020c;
fair to good, 15017c. New PotatoesChoice to fancy, S3@90c; fair to good, 75
@80c.
LIVE POULTRY—Turkeys, per lb., 15c;
chickens, fowls, 14c; broilers, 22024c;
roosters, 10c; geese. 10c; ducks, 13c.

New York, June 20.
WHEAT—irregular and lifeless;. No. 1
northern, spring. $1.1414; No. 2 red, $1.04%;
No. 2 hard, $1.05%; No. 1 mararonl, 9014c;
No. 1 Manitoba, $1.0114; July, $1.02%; Sep
tember, $1.00%; December,' $1.02%.
CORN—Strong but dull; steamer mixed,
nominal; No. 2, 68e; No. 2 mixed, 6S%c;
July, 6834c; September, 6S?ic; December.
66%c.
OATS—Stronger, but quiet; No. 2 white,
44@44%c; No. 3 white, 43@43%c; No. 4
white, 42@42%c; natural and clipped white,
42%©47%c.
BARLEY—Nominal.
East Buffalo, N. Y., June 20.
CATTLE Market active and steady;
prime steers, $S.OO08.5O; shipping steers,
$7.0007.75; butchers, $6.0007.25;
heifers'
$5.5006.75;. cows, $3.5006.00; bulls, $3.50<®6.0Q;
milch cows and springers, $24.00070.00.
SHEEP AND LAMBS—Market slow;
choice lambs, $8.00®9.2o; cull to fair, $6 00®
.7.15; yearlings, $6.0006.50; sheep, $3.00®
5.15.
HOGS—Market active and 10020c high
er; Yorkers, $9.90; pigs. $10.00@1010; mixed,
$9.So; heavies, $9.8009.85; roughs, $5.5070
8.80; stags, $7.2507.75.
Live Stock.
Chicago, June 20.
CATTLE—Good to choice beeves, $7.85
575; fair to good beeves, $6.2507.85; com
mon to fair beeves, $5.2506.25; distillery
steers, $7.5008.40; common to fancy year
lings, $5.7507.75; good to choice beef cows
$4.7506.25; medium to good beef cows. $4.00
@4.75; inferior killers. $3.75@4.7o; common
to good cutters, $3.0004.00; inferior to good
canners, $2.5003.00; good beef heifers.
$5.0006.25;
butcher
bulls,
$5.0006 25bologna bulls, $4.5005.00; canner bulls'
$2.5003.25; calves, $4.5008.50.
HOGS—Good to prime heavy, $9.5009.65;
good to prime medium-weight butchers]
$9.5509.70; fair to good mixed, $9.4509.60;
common to good light mixed, $9.5009 65fair to fancy light, $9.6009.70; pigs, *90 to
140 lbs., $8.7509.25.
South Omaha. Neb., June 20.
CATTLE—Market slow to shade lower.
Native steers, $5.5008.25; cows and hoif<*s, $3.7506.75; western steers, $3.7507.00;
Texas steers, $3.0006.00; cows and heif
ers, $2.8505.85; canners, $2.7504.30; stockers
and feeders, $3.5O0G.OO; calves, $4.0008.25;
bulls, stags, etc., $3.7506.00.
HOGS—Market strong to 5 cents higher.
Heavy, $9.3009.45; mixed, $9.3509.40; light.
$9.4009.55; pigs, $7.5008.00; bulk of sales,
$9.3509.40.
SHEEP — Market steady. Yearlings,
$5.7506.75; wethers, $5.2506.25; owes, $5,000
$.00; Iambs, $7.0009.00.
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TRIUMPH OF DECENCY.

ments, the old fellows seemed to
have lacked them. They simply cast
fear to the eternal bowwows and
waded into the fray and a boy-does
not think himself worthy if he can't
shoot himself, anyway.
At any rate Jefferies and Johnson
will growl like a couple of poodles
and observe independence with beat
|When the Ballenger trial is ended,
ing the hair off their mutual noodles.
And the jury has said what it
They'll alternate making the other
thinks;
leviathan howl for his mother, and
When the case has been made and de
if the country at random is lucky
fended
they'll manage to kill one another.
With the wonted political winks—
It's only a plan to make money, de
We shall smile—and gads, we shall
serving the strictest of the stricture,
need to
for what they will have is a race
That feel it as well had been drop
war, dividing what's made on the
ped,
pictures. They've been prety ma'd in
And the Guggenheim crowd will pro
this country for dollars and power,
ceed to
and places, but this is the first time
Resume where it was when it stop
we've trafficked upon the abyss be
ped.
tween races.

STURGEON

and 1%

The nation can sit up with a new
sense of decency now that Governor
Gillette has refused to permit the
Jeffries-Johnson fight in the state of
California. It is known that for some
time the governor has desired to stop
the mill but felt that he did not dare
to do so on account of he interest
some San Francisco people took in
the contest. As the date for the mill
approached it seemed that the public
conscience awoke and the governor
was made to realize that the nation
as a whole and a great majority of the
substantial, decent citizens of his own The signs shall come down in the The fat occupant of the White House
timber,
state were opposed to it. It would
Will lie on his back on the grass
And the patents shall tie up the Beneath the green Breverly maples
have been better if he had stood for
coal.
what he believed to be right even in
Observing the aeroplanes pass,
the face of opposition but it is better The law will get flabby and limber, The chauffeurs will k ep right on
And the trusts will do well on the
chauffing,
late than never.
whole.
An aqount of a prize-fight is about
With seeing it's no one but Bill,
as grewsome an affair as a bull-fight. It always turns out in that manner, And they'll sigh to think what had
Although we may blush to confess
The newspaper reports of the last few
happened

WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF

BUILDING MATERIAL, LIME,
SHINGLES, CEMENT,
PULP PLASTER,
RED CORNER AND FOUNDATION BRICK
Manufacturers of Doors, Sash, Frames, Hard and Soft Wood
Finish. Also Handle Fence Posts, Coal and Coke.

Call and see us when in need of anything in our line

•MMmMMMimMI

NEW SPRING

We Are Here

Jackets
and
Skirts

it,
rounds of a finish fight read> like a
Had they flown over Sagamore Hill.
And
we
do not regard it a banner
chapter from a story of the days of
But not every man can be Caesar,
Achievement, exactly, to guess it.
the horrors of the Roman arena. The
as some one has stated, alas!" and in
With a complete line of choice meats
bloodiest chapter of the bloodiest yel
July is contributed to Caesar. One the due course of the matter some
low-back novel is tame in comparison.
and respectfully solicit a share of your
day, with some other insurgents, he body must lie in the grass. It's hard
Are now in. SEE
Even San Francisco revolted at the
talked by the pillar of Pompey on on the strenuous nation, afflicting us
patronage, assuring you fair dealings
prospect. This comes very near mak
i THEM
things of political urgence. He was all in a way, but we'll look on the
ing it unanimous. When a prize
and courteous treatment
just on the point of explaining the key brighter side of it, and conclude it
Jackets $5. $5.50,
fight can no longer be held in the city
to some government riddle when a is good for the hay.
GAME, OYSTERS AND FISH IN SEASON
conceded to be the worst and most
$6. $7.50, $10.
party of regulars jumped him and However, time flies is a proverb,
lawless in the nation it looks like it
And one day his foot on his gong
cut him in two in the middle.
Skirts $5. $5.50,
Call 94 and tell us what you want
was about over and the man whose
And
his engine back-pedaling August
There was Decius Brutus, the
occupation is to pound some other
\ $6.50, $7.50
Will come aeroplaning along.
speaker, and Cassius, boss of the sen
fellow's face to ribbons will have to
m
ate, together with others insistant on E. H. Shumaker, of Anti Saloon
See Our Sample Line Of
look for honest employment. Per
some political intent.
"The party
League
Is
Skeptical
of
Brewery
haps Reno, Nevada, the town that has
)
Ladies'
forever!" they shouted, and what
Figures.
the disgraceful divorce colony will
with the terible slasher Servillus
Made-to-Measure
permit the fight, but even that city
E. S. Shumaker, superintendent of
Casca great Caesar as well had been
will soon become nauseated and re
the Indiana Anti-Saloon League, has fit
Garments
run through with the hasher.
found out that his chances for living
fuse to stand for it.
At any rate Antony found him cut
l^FIT GUARANTEED
to a ripe old age are not as good as
up into fodder for fishes, and begged
Marion Paper Tells Interesting Story
those of the man who uses liquor with
A. DICKERSON
this request of the Romans who grat
regularity. Mr. Shumaker gained his
Showing How Restaurant Man
ified the least of his wishes. And
information from a volume entitled
Keeps Track of Sales.
thus it has happened and shall be
"A Text Book on True Temperance."
An aged many ,who could not see so long as the Tiber runs by the Pil
Copies of this book and another en
the virtue of an extra plate for his lar of Pombey that Caesar shall live
titled "American Beer," are being sent
pie, was eating at the lunch counter in the name of July.
broadcast over the United States by
of a Marion restaurant. He munched
The Fourth of July returns to dis the United States Brewers' Associa
a sandwich, and then, shoving the
cover
tion, Mr. Shamaker says.
(Luccessors to Loy & Go.)
empty plate at the waiter, said. Put
YOUR COUNTRY
Us waiting in batle array,
The detailed information in regard
a piece of cream pie on there." The
And what with one thing and another to longevity was substantially as fol
PRODUCE
waiter, as if hearing only the impor
Regretting we won anyway.
lows: The average length of the life
tant part of the order, cut the pie,
The cannon shall boom, and the of the total abstainer is 51.22 years;
WE PAY
»
slipped a quarter of the pastry off on
scramble
that of the temperate drinker, 62.13
YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED
another plate, and placed the morsel
years; that of the careless drinker,
For things on the medicine shelf
before the customer.
59.67 years; that of the decidedly in
"Kinda generous with your plates," Shall warn inexperienced countries
temperate drinker, 52.03 years.
Aspiring to freedom themselves.
said the old man, and the waiter
"When it comes to lying," said Mr.
FOREST ROSE FLOUR
smiled. There was a reason for that
The dynamite cap and the rocket Shumaker, as he placed the book
smile, and there was no use of ex
The best on the market
shall remind us of tyranny thwarted gently on his desk, "some of these fel
Jj
— DEALER IN —
0
plaining to the old man.
and the valient forefather shall turn lows have Ananias of biblical times
The truth is, as a waiter explained
in his coffin and see what he started. beaten by a country block." By "some
in confidence, that the easiest way to
The eagle shall mount on his pinions fellows" Mr. Shumaker said he
short-change a lunch counter is to in
and circle the North and the South, meant those who are sending out such
—"—'
3^
sist upon a waiter's economizing the
Cream
and the rapid fire orator stand on the information as is contained in the
Call
and
see
our
\
energies of the dishwasher. Every
Separators, ^
platform and shoot off his mouth.
"Text Book of True Temperance."
plate in a restaurant means money.
fine line of China
This latter, however, is harmless
Gasoline
||
A FAITHFUL INVENTORY.
A pie plate and the plate upon which
in a strict pathological way, but re
Engines
0
A
Canadian
lawyer
tells
this
story:
ware
of
all
kinds
a five cent sandwich are served are
mains notwithstanding an evil we
A
bailiff
went
out
to
levy
on
the
Machine Oils 0
the same. The waiter does not have
must in due season allay. Alas, how
and at reasonable
contents of a house. The inventory
of all kinds O
to remember that you had a sand
deficient is nature that might lay
began in the attic and ended in the
wich and pie. He does this, mentally:
Prices.
Pumps
||
the pest on the shelf with ruling that
cellar. When the dining room was
"Two five cent plates—two fives are
shooting his mouth off he gave the
Paints
0
reached, the tally of furniture ran
ten, ten cents."
lockjaw to himself.
thus:
Varnish, Etc #
He does not multiply the food por
This tetanus, we are quite certain
"One dining room table, oak
tions but the dishes—or maybe it is
has good and defensible, uses, and
^ Most Complete and Up-to-Date Line in City
UPLAND, IND. ^
"One set chairs, (6), oak
addition instead of multiplication.
all of its manifestations thus far
"One sideboard, oak
i
For example.
have been only abuses.
The idea,
"Two bottles whisky, full"
A small steak plate, plus a side
as we regard it, is not that it should
DRAYING, TRANSFER
Then the word "full" was stricken
dish, plus a pie plate, plus a cup equal
be the cause of any more serious mat
out and replaced by "empty," and the and moving.
Your trade
so much.
ter than locking the orator's jaws.
inventory
went
on
in
a
hand
that
Restaurant men will tell you that
You know that we never hear of it
solicited. Phone 52.
struggled and lurched diagonally
there is only one way to avoid the
except on the Fourth of July and when
across the page until it closed with:
adding of plates and calling the re
even some innocent gets it we are for
"One revolving doormat,"—Every
sult money—that is to demand the
ever wondering why. Well, this is
body's
Magazine.
cash for each portion as it is receiv
the fact of the matter, and by Jove,
PAYS
ed. And that will not work out in
we are willing to bet it turns out in MARVELOUS DISCOVERIES
Corn 78c
Rye 65c
practice. People always pay after
Is always rewarded, and the fact that we are
the long run that no one but a lot of mark the wonderful progress of
they have eaten, and there is no other
New
wheat
85c
Hay
$12.50
filling
a large part of the
old wind-jammers get it.
the age. Air flights 011 heavy ma
way to solve the problem.
chines, telgrams without wires, Clover Seed $5.50 Oats 34c
However, be that as it may be,
terrible war inventions to kill,
And get whom the tetanous will and that wouder of all wonders,
The tllah Gosi of Living
Dr. Kings New Discovery, to save
Increases . the price of many The jubilant Fourth of the nation life when theatened by coughs,
in this town goes to prove this statement
Will resume with its shooting to
necessities without improving

D0NELS0N & BRODERICK

I

We Want

Notice

Sutton & Co.

To continue in Meat Business

EGGS 18C

1 T.W.WILLIAMS §

706.

2 Harness, kplsmts, Buggies, Wagons, Swiss I

0. G. Bowen & 60.

0

Charles Cox

W. W. Pearson

the quality. Foley's Honey and
Tar maintains its high standard
of excellency and itsgreat curat
ive qualities without any increase
in cost. It is the best remedy
for coughs, colds, croup, whoop
ing cough and all ailments of the
throat, chest and lungs. The
genuine is in a yellow package.
Refuse substitutes. Sold at The
People's Drug Store

colds, lagrippe, asthma, croup,
bronchitis, hemorrhage, hay fever
and hooping cough <or lung trouble
For all bronchial affections it has
no equal. It relieves instantly.
It's the surest cure. James M.
Black of Ashvile. N. O., R. R.
No. 4, writes it cure him of an
obstinate
cough after others rem
There never was anything safe in
edies had failed. 50c and $1.00.
the way the forefathers attacked Trail bottle free. Guaranteed by
them, and as for the saner attain- T. M. Smith& Co.

kill.
The safe and the sane celebration
Will suit us who are not so skittish
But the youngsters have got to do
something.
To show what we did to the British.

Electric
Bitters
Succeed when everything else fails.
In nervous prostration and female
weaknesses they are the supreme
remedy, as thousands have testified.

FOR KIDNEY, LIVER AND
STOMACH TROUBLE
it is the best medicine ever sold
over a druggist's counter.

Consciencious
Effort

PRESCRIPTIONS
Your doctor will tell you that our store is a
safe and reliable one, and that any wants
in the Drug, Prescription or Sundry Line
can be satisfactorily filled by us.

The People's Drug Store
W. B. TEETER, Prop.

YOUR, CREAM.

Clint Nixon visited with his mother

An Ordinance to restrain vehi
MiSs Stella School, of Marion, vis Oats
I Huntington, Wabash and
cles from using sidewalks:
Will pay you within 3 l-2c
Grant counties land is now worth
Mrs. Nabring shopped in Marion ited Mrs. Edyth Broderick this week. New Wheat
Section I. Be it ordained by of Elgin quotations for but
Saturday.
12c from $100 to $150 per acre, while the Board of Trustee of the ter fat at your door. Quo
Jas. Shoemaker and son, Cliff, en Turkeys
good land in the south part of
Old
Hens
12
l-2c
John Emory spent Sunday with E. joyed a day's fish at the river Monday.
Town of Upland, Indiana, that tations this week
this State is worth only from $15
Duck
8c
it
snail be unlawful for any per
N. Swartz and wife.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Gage were
Geese
lie to $35 per acre. Railroad and son to drive upon or ride upon
Miss Clara Teeter spent Friday Upland shoppers early Monday morn
trade facilities are some better
any sidewalk within the corpor
ing.
evening with Genevieve Nesbitt.
and pay the highest cash prices
in
this part of the State than in ate limits of the Town of Upland,
Tlieo. Trouts are entertaining
the south part. And where this
Mrs. Roy Lloyd is suffering from an a new son at their home.
Asbury Fleming and son Orville
THIS WEEK
Indiana, with any -vehicle, in
land is cheap it is some hilly,
atack of heart trouble. Her condition
were in Upland Monday morning.
cluding
a
wagon,
buggy,
carriage,
Hens
12c
Reed Atkinsons ^.re rejoicing Let they have fair railroads and
is serious.
bicycle,
motorcycle
or
automo
Old
Roosters
3}£c
Harry Hatfield of Hammond is vis
over the birth of a fine son.
and trade facilities. So this bile.
Children's services at the Center M.
Ducks
10c
iting his mother, Mrs. Anna Hicks.
great difference in the price of
For
excessive
perspiratli
t
use
Geese
5C
P. church June the 26, commencing
Sec. II. That it shall be un
Mr. Graham, of Gas City, called on
Formal Acetine. Wade B. Tee land must be mostly caused by lawful for any person to stake or Stop me on the street or drop me a
at 7:45 p. m.
Miss Orpha Bugher Sunday evening.
a difference in the people. The
ter, Druggist.
tie cattle within severity (70) postal and I will call.
Harry Horner and Laurel Sutton
growth
of a town and the value
Edyth Peele visited this week with
W
ilbur
Stout
and
Guy
Hardy
feet
of any residence within the
carried off the honors of the tennis
of the property of a town or a
J . W. T A Y L O R
Will Parks and family in the country, i
are
both
visiting
old
friends
acorporate
limits of the Town of
match Sunday.
country depends largely on the Upland.
bout
town
this
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Kemp Deeren took
people who live m the town or
Bert White and lady friends, of Gas
Sec. III. Any person found
Sunday dinner with Alva Nesbitt and
E.
H.
Graves
has
been
appoin
country.
Every person has a
City cpent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
guilty
of the violation of the
family.
ted deputy prosecutor of Jeffer private interest and a public in
W. W. Pearson.
preceding
sections of this ordi
son Township this week.
Little Leona Burton is spending the
terest. Yet every private im
nance shall be fined in any sum bring out to
Mrs. Lottie Kestle and daughter are
week with friends in the country near
E. Brown and Clarence Mark provement made in a town or a not exceeding Ten Dollars ($10), a d v a n t a g e
visiting with Mr. and Mrs. V. B.
the graceful ^
Marion.
made a trip Sunday to Dark Co- country adds to the improvement nor less than One Dollar ($1.)
Horner this week.
lines
of one's
of
the
town
or
the
country,
and
O. and return on their motor-cy
Miss Geneva Dickerson spent Sat
Sec. IY. This ordinance shall form and cor
Children's services at the Union cles.
adds
to
the
value
of
the
property
urday with Miss Hazel Fleming in the
be in force from and after its rects any figure
Chapel M. P. church June the 26, com
of the town or the country, and
country.
passage
and legal publication in i m p e r f e c t i o n y
LOST:—About 2 miles from it is thus in part a public im
mencing at 7:45 p. m.
with
perfect (
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Johnson spent
Upland on the Gas Oity pike, a provement. But a man can not the Upland paper.
freedom
and \
Mrs. Emory King left Thursday to
Passed this 20th day of June, comfort. These
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Kelly John
sprocket wheel. Finder please re realize the full value of his pri
visit her daughter, Mrs. James New1910.
corsets include all
turn to W. W. Pearson.
son and family.
vate improvements without good
combe, of Albion, Ind.
the desirable ideas
W.
B.
TEETER,
Mrs. T. E. Jones and children are
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Reed are public improvements. Yet some
known to the worlds
Town
Olerk.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wilson and
best corset desig
spending this week visiting relatives
the happy possessors of a fine people have let others make
daughter spent Sunday with T. W.
ners, which results
in Fairmount.
girl who arrived to grace the some of our public improve
Wilson and family in Upland.
in
a stylish garment
im
ments while they have had the
household Friday morning.
Foi Backache Kidneys and Black
Mrs. Nellie Reynolds and son Nor
with superb fitting
benefit without paying a cent.
Mrs. Ira McKee is visiting friends
qualities.
man, of Marion, were visiting in Up
P. R. Sturgeon met with quite The people of Grant county have
and relatives in Knightstown and
AMERICAN BEAUTY CORSETS
land this week.
Dr. Z1MMER
a little damage to his machine splendid private property im
New Castle for a couple of weeks.
KALAMAZOO CORSET CO., Exclusive Makers
on the Johnson hill Thursday provements. Yet what would
Mrs. Daisy Barr, of Fairmount, vis
Are made for the woman of larg'e
General Practitioner
Mr. and Mrs. Ward, of Marion, par afternoon. A defective brake
figure as well as for the woman of
ited this week with her father, Mr.
their private property be worth
ents of Mrs. Nelson Duckwall, spent caused the accident.
slender form.
PHONE. 20.
John Brushweiler.
if the people of Grant county
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Duckwall.
A. DICKERSON
Mr. and Mrs. Park Richards are
A bevy of girls picnicked at had no better improvements now
Calls Answered Promptly
Miss Iva Clark, who is attending
the liver Sunday. Their names than they had fifty years ago?
visiting friends and relatives in Up
Marion Normal College was a guest
There is no greater or more
are; Pearl Henderson, Florine
land for a few days.
Sunday of Misses Lillian and Echo
useful
public improvement made
HUNTING
Sargant, Ella Hicks, Leah Miles,
st s
Miss Clara Moore entertained Sun Parks.
J
g
s
by
the
people
of
Grant
county
Merrideth Fuller, Lucile Sargant
Sat
FISHING
day afternoon Iva Stout, Montie BidL S«
during the last fifty years than D r . C. W. D O Y E L
Mrs. Charles Watson and children, and Sarah Broyles.
Half the fun of country
well and Murl Miller.
life is in these glorious
the improvement of our public
In Bank Building
Robert and Mary, of Oklahoma City
outdoor sports. To grab
your gun or rod for plea
Miss
Ferol
Horner
is
the
hap
roads.
Next
to
our
road
im
-Mr.. Albert Thomason went to In are visiting her brother, Mr. Orville
sant pastime in -woods or
Call or come in for dates
by stream is your happ
py posessor of a good little Shet provements is the improvement
privilege. If you're fon _
dianapolis last week and attended the Bowen and family.
of these things you wil'
Office
hours
7
to
12
a.
m.
enjoy
the
•
land pony. She and Miss Doris ef our school buildings. The
aviation and auto races.
NATIONAL SPORTSMAN
1
to
6
p.
m.
John Dollar and wife are enter Miles and Miss Sarah Broyles are greatest
public improvements
1G0 pageB a month, 1900 a
Mr. and Mrs. Ne'son and son Har taining a new baby girl. The little
year; instructive, inter
reveling in out-door rides and made by the people of Grant
esting, thrilling, life-pic
tured stories on hunting,
old of Gas City spent Sunday with one arrived Sunday and both mother they on their ponies make a
E.
H.
GRAVES
fishing, camping, tramping,
county have been made during
vv ins the heart of every man
W. W. Simons and family.
and boy who lives where
and babe are getting along nicely.
pretty sight on our streets.
the last thirty years, and during
these
stirring enjoyments
FIRE and CYCLONE
are near at Hand. Single
Mrs. Jessie Brady and Miss Murl
copies,
1.5c,; yearly sub
this
time
there
has
been
the
Mrs. Allie Zeek entertained at din
scription $1.00
The Town Roard at its regular
INSURANCE
Keever spent Sunday with Dan Keev- ner Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Hengreatest
advancement
in
price
of
SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER
meeting Monday night passed an
Send us 25c. stamps
er and wife in the country.
drickson, Mrs. Elmer Towle, of Rich ordinance restraining the riding land. Now under the three mile
or cash and we
NOTARY FUBLIO
will send you a
copy of the
Mrs. H. J. Norris, who has been vis mond, Miss Ginevra Jones and Mr. of vehicles on sidewalks; also road law a few people will not be
NATIONAL
compelled
to
improve
a
road
for
SPORTSMAN
Dr. Ellis Tpent Stout
iting relatives in Ohio the past three Wade Teeter.
one relating to the staking or
also one of our
the benefit of all the people.
heavy
burn
Weeks returned home Friday.
ished Ormolu
John Woods and family and Misses tieing of cattle within the town
Gold Watch
But
all
the
people
will
now
be
Fobs (regular
The two little daughters of Clint Beulah and Leon Nabring attended limits of Uuland. See ordinance
>rice,
..
taxed to improve roads for the
lown with rus
in
another
part
of
this
paper.
Office in Bank Block.
set leather: strap
Jones" and wife, of Marion, visited this the county commencement at Marion
and >-v. gold-plated
benefit of all the people.
buckleN
w.eek with Mr. and Mrs. Ben Williams. Saturday. The trip was made in Mr.
^
Can
you beat this ? ^
EDITOR'S MORSE KILLED
Most of the public improve
Watch Fob, regular price . 60c
Wood's automobile.
ALL "
V
National
SportBman
15c.
Dr.- Trent Stout and family were
ments of Upland have been made
Send to-day,
JoT8 25c.
65c
NATIONAL SPORTSMAN, Inc. 100 Federal St. Bostor
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Donnelson
entertained Sunday evening at the
Lightening played queer prank by Jefferson township and by
were
called
to
Ft.
Wayne
Thursday
home of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Hendin this vicinity Saturday after private citizens. What the town
evening. Mrs. Donnelson's sister who noon.
rickson,.
can now do, I do not know. The
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
has been quite ill for some time un
town and a good many of its peo
For Backache Kidneys and Bladder
Mr. Cam Huffman was called to
A small daughter of Ohas. Oox
derwent a successful operation Fri
ple
have
been
robbed
and
placed
•iGas* City Saturday to the bedside of
was standing in an open door at
day.
in 'cold storage." At one time
his brother-in-law, Sam Oliver, who
her home when a bolt struck a a priest and a Levite passed by
Mr. and Mrs. John Fisherbuck and
is seriously 111.
tree near by, followed a clothes a man who had been robbed and u;
V
children and Mr. Harmon Fisherbuck
Mrs. Edgar Thornburg and daugh
line
which
passed
the
door
and
wounded,
but
a
Samaritan
came
made a fflying trip in his new touring
ter, -Alma shopped in Upland Friday.
and took care of him. Now if
car to Logansport Sunday where they felled the little one to the floor
il/
Blake Trout transacted business in
the good people who are deprived
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Willis unconscious.
Upland Monday.
of the use of their money can't
Fisherbuck.
For some time it was thot she
il/
do as this Samaritan did, we hope
Misses Iva Stout, Lela Smith, Gen
0/
TThe following young ladies are was permanently injured but
they will pass this matter by on
evieve Nesbitt and Geneva Dickerson
planning an eastern trip:
Misses with the careful attention given
the other side, and wait until
attended the county commencement
Adrienne Outland, Edyth Peele, Bes her she is now on the road to
time, good luck, or some good
held at Marion Saturday.
ll/
sie McVicker and Daisy Kline. They speedy recovery.
Samaritan will help these people \l/
Mrs. Lon Boyd and son Jap, of Ok expect to visit Niagara Falls, Buffalo,
'*>
out of this "cold storage."
G/
John Wilhelm states that a
lahoma, are here visiting with Mr. Boston, New York and Atlantic City.
J. B.
and Mrs. Will'- Schull. Mr. and Mrs.
number of his large flock of
And we are prepared to supply
The W. Y. I. club met Friday after
Schull are the proud parents of a
Funeral of Joel Duling
sheep
while
huddled
together
noon with Mrs. Orville Bowen. Elev
baby boy.
your every need in the Furniture
The funeral of Joel Duling. i*/
en members were present and one during the storm the same eveG/
who
died
at
10:80
o'clock
Friday
and Carpet line.
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Bish spent Fri guest, Mrs. Charles Watson. The af nsng were suidently hurled into
\ii
day in Marion with their grand ternoon being very warm the eni- the air and knocked down but morning, was conducted at 1:00
o'clock Sunday at, the- family
daughter, Mrs. Charles Harvey. It broidery work was laid aside and en
did not injure any of them fatal- residence at the old Solomon \!/
was their first trip in Mr. Marine's tertainment was provided of several
ey.
Duling homestead on the Mun- i*/
big tuoring car.
musical selections. A dainty lunch
\l/
rtv
We are indeed thankful for cie pike, seven miles east of il/
eon was served and every one pres
Fairmoupt.
s
Commander Julius ft. Pratt Post ent enjoyed the afternoon very much. that kind providence which spar
Mr. Hurling, who was about
No. 143, Dep, III G. ft. R.
The next meeting will be in two ed our lives on the evening of
sixty-five years of age, had been itt
Mr. Isaac Cook, commander of weeks at the home of Mrs. Edward June 18th. last.
an invalid for several months.
above Post, Kwanee, 111., writes; Helvie.
Regaling ourselves in the de He had sought health in many
•For a long time I was bouthered
lights of a half-holiday, the ed ways, spending one year in Flor
Fop More Than Three Decades
with backache and pains accross
ida, thinking the change of cli
my kidneys. About two months
Foley's Honey and Tar has itor and his wife drove to the
mate might be beneficial.
ago I started taking Foley Kid been a house hold favorite for all Johnson ford on a fishing trip,
He is survived by a widow and
ney Pills aad soon sawthey were- ailments of the throat chest and Saturday afternoon. A raincloud
two sons, Will and Virgil, and
doing just as you claimed, I kept lungs. For infants and children, coming up about five o'clock,
one daughter, Mrs. Ada Hook,
on taking them and now I am fre it is best and safest as it contains
fishing was called off and the all of Grant county.
CAPITAL STOCK, $25,000.00
from backache, and the painful no opiates and no harmful drugs.
Interment was made at the
home
journey
commenced,
The
bladder misery is all gone. I like None genuine but Foley's Honey
rain fell in torrents and we were Gas Oity cpmetery.
Saturday.

S Will Buy Your Produce

AMERICAN BEAUT!
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UPLAND STATE BANK

Foley Kidney Pills so well that I and Tar in the yellow package.
have told many of my friends Refuse substitutes. Sold by The
and comrades about them and People's Drug Store.
shall reccommend them at every
opportunity." Sold at The Peo

ples JQrag Store,

FOLEY'S OKINOIAXAUVE
r.CP-5lBii*CM.Trouble an*

Constipation

descending the hill just west of
The Model Oash Store will al
the home of S. A. Wilson when ways do it's best to please it's
a teriific bolt of lightening struck patrons.
our horse dead, neither stunning
myself or wife.
For Stomacm TnouBkSjand J^iisTjjPATjsjjt

FOLEY'S ORINOIAXAUVE

MORTGAGE LOANS SOLICITED
JOHN SMITH, Pres.
' 5"'

'

HARRY CJONNELY, Cashier
''S:.-

-4?:

An Act of Providence
By LAWRENCE ALFRED CLAY
(Copyright, 1910, by Associated Literary Press.)

NECESSITY OF SHELTERING
FARM ANIMALS PROPERLY
Good, Warm Quarters, Providing Sanitation and Ventila
tion Are Right, Prevents Contracting of Various
Rinds of Disease.

JEFF IN CONDITION
FOR FIGHT OF LIFE
BIG FELLOW

NEVER IN

BETTER

SHAPE, SAY THE CRITICS.

FAVORITE IN THE BETTING
ppppona-t

H PPffO/lC H

)

"But I can't ask him to marry me?"
It wouldn't be at all fair to say that
Johnson Also in Fine Fettle, But Wor
"No, but you can throw out hints. I
Farmer Joseph Brown coveted the
ried by Quarrels in His Camp—Ma
farm and livestock of the Widow Hal- never should have been married the
jority of Pugilists Pick Jeffries to
sey. He was in love with the widow third time if I hadn't throwed out
Win Battle.
herself. And it wouldn't be fair to the hints. I waited and waited till every
widow to assert that she was in love body said I was a ninny, and then !
By KNOCKOUT.
with Joseph Brown because she was let on to Sam that I had had an offer
Jim Jeffries is in condition and ready
lonely and wanted to hear a man's from a windmill man. He just drove
for the fight of his life, which, by the
voice yelling at the oxen ard telling right off and got a justice of the peace
way, he probably is going to have,
and
then
he
went
about
licking
every
the hired man that he wasn't worth
when be meets Jack Johnson in the
windmill man he could find."
his salt.
ring in San Francisco, July 4.
These peop'e talked with the best of
Farmer Brown
had
married at
Pugilistic experts from several of
twenty-two and lost his wife a year la intentions, but they only made things
the big newspapers, old fight followers
ter. The widow had married and was worse. One day, when Deacon Sprout
and other scrappers have seen the big
a widow at twenty-three. There had met Elder Pinch on the highway, a
boiler maker in action and all agree
beeL no romance about
their mar sort of last inquest was held on the
that the condition into which Jeffries
riages. They had just gone and got remains of Cupid in this particular
has gotten himself is the surprise of
married and continued to till the soil case.
Plan of a General Purpose Barn.
the ring. When the match was made
"Elder, I dunno—I dunno," Deacon
and make soft soap'and sew carpet
many expressed doubt whether Jef
rags. Nature owes every human being Sprout murmured.
barn
is
40
by
80
and
has
a
curb
roof.
Good shelter for animals will not
fries ever would be able to train
"And 1 dunno," replied the elder.
a little scrap of romance.
"They orter get married, hadn't make them less hardy nor more sus It affords a large amount of storage down to proper weight and still re
Romance came along over the dusty
ceptible to disease; on the other hand, room for hay and grain.
tain his old stamina.
Ed Smith of
highway to this couple after many they?"
With all classes of stock the value Chicago, who knows about as much
"Yes, they certingly orter."
in many cases, it will prevent the con
days. They were not looking for it in
'Then why don't they, elder—why traction of disease. There is no ques of the feed is the same, whether it be about the pugs as any other man in
the least. In hoeing corn one day the
fed to the scrawniest of scrubs or the the world, visited Jeff and at once de
widower broke the handle of his hoe don't they?"
tion about the good of making the
clared him in superb shape.
Then
The elder stroked his venerable chin shelter warm and comfortable, pro best of full-bloods.
and jogged across the field to say so
Barley is one of the best feeds on came "Tad," another judge of fighters,
to the widow and ask for the loan of whiskers and gave the query Ills viding the sanitation, ventilation and
Bob Edanother implement. Up to this time cl-mest thought for a moment, and lighting are good. These are things the farm. It contains a little more who said the same thing.
protein than corn.
gren next visited Jim and saw him
there had been no love—just that then replied:
In bad weather Angora goats should stripped for action. Like the others,
"They must be waUln' for an act of that are to be looked into carefully.
friendly acquaintance that farmers
One other trouble in closely sta be fed some cheap hay or root crop. Edgren declared Jeffries looked like
Providence."
hhve among themselves.
"By crackey, bpt I believe you're bling animals for a large portion of If protected from the rains you will the Jeffries who downed Boh FitzsimMrs. Halsey had brought out the
All were surprised.
Other
half of a custard pie and a pitcher of right; 1 surely do. And mebbe it won't the year is the lack of exercise for the be repaid by more and stronger kids. mons.
animals. It is a biological fact that When good weather settles your goats critics have sent out the same kind of
cold milk and insisted that Mr. Brown be long delayed."
It wasn't. (Three nights later two all animals must have a certain will go back to their brush eating stories and agree that Johnson is go
sit down on the doorsteps and eat and
ing to have a desperate time keeping
drink, when Romance came along hot tramps took up lodgiugs in a haystack amount of wholesome exercise for with ravenous appetites.
The average market hog should the championship.
foot in the shape of a mad dog. Let belonging to the widow. At midnight health, development and working or
Meanwhile Johnson has not been
it be understood that there is no par they woke up to bake a smoke. The producing power. Inactivity means weigh 300 pounds at eight months of
decay and death. Keeping milch cows age. For the pig two to four months idle, and it is doubtful if he ever was
ticular sex, color or shape to Ro haystack ought to have been fireproof,
mance. It can come as a bouquet of but it wasn't. The tramps were tn- closely stalled for weeks, and even old, protein is the most important in the condition he will be in when he
enters the ring with Jeffries. Things
flowers, or as a roaring bull just bro contmentally turned out of house and months at a time, is not right from feed.
home. Farmer Brown was out of bed a humanitarian point of view, and
Ground flaxseed
is an excellent sub have not gone smoothly in Johnson's
ken out of pasture.
This romance happened to take the to see what the weather promised and thinking persons know that it is not stitute for butter fat to be fed to camp, however, and he has had much
They were on line good for the health of the animal. calves. Use a heaping teaspoonful to to worry him.
The trouble he had
form of a mad dog running at large he saw the flames.
through the country. His eyes glared; with the widow's bouse, and he went Under such treatment, there is
no every feed of milk while the calf is with George Little, his manager, has
across the fields on the jump. Some wonder that so many of our dairy from two to six weeks old, provided done Johnson no good. These little
he chanked his teeth; the foam flew
worries are bad for a fighter.
On the
from his mouth. The widow's gate thing had wakened the widow, and she cows fall prey to contagious diseases. you are feeding skim milk.
As the calf grows older gradually other hand, things have been going
was open and the dog turned in. The was only half dressed when the door Their physical powers have been so
meal until the along fine in Jeffries' camp, and the
widow screamed and fell helpless on was kicked in and she was seized in. a reduced that they cannot resist them increase the flaxseed
the floor.
Not so with Farmer pair of strong arms and borne out of as they should under normal condi calf is getting about a heaping tea- big fellow never was known to be in
Brown. Up rose he and hurled the doors, although the flaming stack was tions, with greater freedom for ac spoonful with each feed. This may be such good humor while preparing for
tivity.
remains of that custard pie full in the a whole field away.
mixed with the milk, but never mix a fight.
Joseph Brown, double hero, was
The illustration shown herewith cornmeal or any other ground feed
dog's face and followed it with the
Jeffries hates Johnson, and never
pitcher of milk, and then he grabbed about to deposit his burden on a bed gives a good outline of a general pur that contains a good deal of starch speaks of him by name. He refers to
the handy ax and completed the trag of burdocks when It sighed, clung the pose barn. It has six single stalls and with the milk, as that is very apt to his opponent as "that coon" or some
one box stall for horses, three box produce scours.
edy. When the widow revived, the closer and whispered:
thing stronger. A(few days ago the
"Yes, Joe, yes, I will be your wife!" stalls for springers or calves, cow
canine was dead and Farmer Brown
Starchy foods must be mixed with big fellow was chuckling good naturedThree days later, when the deacon stalls for 22 cows and an open stable saliva before digestion takes place, ly as his trainers were rubbing him
was a hero in his shirtsleeves. He had
saved her life, and she would have ar.d elder met again, the deacon said: for cattle or sheep. The main floor
and anything that is drunk with the down.
"Well, elder, that act of Providence is unobstructed and is entered by two milk does not become thus mixed, and
been a selfish woman not to have ar
"What are you laughing at, Jim?"
burned up five tons of good timotlly wide driveways. A silo may be lo consequently it fails to become di somebody asked.
gued that her life was his'n.
hay."
The romance and the heroism and
cated between the two approaches or gested and acts as an irritant to the
"I was just thinking how surprised
"Yes, but Joe Brown and the widder on the opposite side of the barn. This alimentary tract.
the argument were all right, and but
that coon is going to be when he looks
for one circumstance marriage would might have gone along makin' fools of
over at my corner when he goes into
have followed inside of three months. themselves for the next 20 years
the ring," replied the retired cham
It happened that both had been born without it."
pion. "He has been thinking that he
"Yes, elder—yes. 1 guess Providence
bashful. The previous marriages had
was going to meet an old has been,
dulled the feeling in a way, and yet knows what's good for us most of the
and here I am in better condition than
had added to it in another. The wid time, but it seems to me that one o'
when I quit the ring."
ower was afraid the widow would them old straw-stacks would have an
Nobody has been able to get an au
think he wanted to marry her acres swered the same purpose. Timothy
thentic statement from Jeffries con
and cows and sheep, and the widow hay is wuth $13 a ton and goin' up
cerning his opinion as to the outcome
was afraid the widower would think every minute."
of the battle. Jeffries never was very
she was after a second husband. That
talkative, and while always willing to
feeling rose up to plague and embar REAL FOOD FOR THE ACTORS
say that he expected to win, never in
rass them and to make them shy. How
any of his former fights made any pre
much better had they sat down to pop
Humorous in a Measure Is the Dis
dictions concerning how long it would
corn and hard cider and had plain
posal of Eatables by the People
take him to win.
One report from
talk and settled things. The fact that
of the Stage.
his camp has Jeffries saying he would
the farmer had saved her life only
put "the coon" away inside of eight
added to the embarrassment.
The only modern managers who
rounds, but it is hardly likely that
Farmer Brown didn't cease jogging
have been providers prodigal enough
Jim ever said such a thing.
over to see his neighbor now and then.
to go beyond the established menu
Sam Berger and Jim Corbett say
If he appeared during the day, it was
The hen expected to raise a large tight-fitting door, excluding rain and
and realists reckless enough to de
the
fight
will not last more than 15
to talk about the potato bug, the wee
rats
alike.
One
or
more
of
the
slats
mand that eatables be eaten coram brood of chicks should be provided
vil and the dry or wet weather, and
in front of this compartment should rounds, with Jeffries the winner. John
with
the
best
quarters
possible.
The
publico are James A. Herne and Mr
son has been quoted as saying he will
he never went beyond the doorstep.
Beiasco. Still, over-cautiously is their coop should admit plenty of sunshine; be made loose fitting, so the hen may take Jeffries' measure before 20 rounds
If he came in the evening, he brought
get
in
and
out,
and
so
the
compart
example followed, but yet it may be should he wind, water and vermin
have passed.
Following the reports
hir, weekly paper along and sat on the
ment may be cleaned.
said that the markets are riot t,: for proof; should be cozy and dry and
of his good condition Jeffries became
edge of a chair' with his hat between
The
second
compartment
with
a
their having lived. The roast tarkey should afford easy access to ail parts
the favorite in the betting, and two
his feet and read out the news, in
of Shore Acres, the clam pie c,f Sag for cleaning and caring for the' little screened door in place, shows only a weeks ago the odds were nine to ten.
cluding t^he paragraph that the Turks
portion of the screen, that the inside
Harbor, the spaghetti of The Music
There has been little betting on the
chicks. The floor
should be near may be illustrated.
had slaughtered a few thousand more
Master are famous. But are they the
number of rounds the fight
will last,
Armenians. As he read he realized
enough to the ground so that the little
pioneers they would seem of a hap
as the sports regard this as a hard
that he loved the listening widow. And
chicks after getting out can easily
pier day when all actors shall be fed?
match to dope out.
as he read, the listener thought of the
find their way back and yet far enough
Diligent memory records that these
When Governor Gillett got back to
mad dog—thought of th'e good words
off the surface of the ground to in
succulent dishes were discussed only
Sacramento he , denied that he ha,1
the neighbors said about Joe—thought
sure dryness.
The coop should not
by the comedians. No tender Von
given out an interview in Chicago say
of his lonely situation, and wondered
be cumbersome, yet it should be sub
Barwig twined in midair wreaths of
ing the fight was a frameup, and that
why he didn't get a move on him.
stantially built.
spaghetti on the nimble fork. Eating
Johnson would not be periflitted lo
Farmers and farmers' wives like
I he coop shown in the illustration Secured Her Place in Agriculture
upon
the
stage
is
not
as
in
life
a
seiiwin.
The alleged statement by the
their little gossip as well as the peo
is
well
adapted
to
the
needs
of
the
By
Prodticing
Millions
of
ous business, and though it is better
California governor did the proposed
ple who are shut in by the walls of
small
fancier
with
only
a
brood
or
Dollars
Every
Yearbattle no good and caused alarm in
a town. They gossiped about Joe for them to be above such things, two and to the large poultry raiser
Need Little Care.
the Jeffries and Johnson camps. Tex
Brown and the Widow Halsey. They sympathetic characters may only— alike who raises a number of chicks
and then at a pinch—toy with their
Rickard and Jack Gleason, the pro
said it would make a match, and a
with hens. It is built on the open
(By SAMUEL PHILLIPS.)
moters, feared the effect on the box of
good one. They set the marriage day food, if any is provided that is malle air colony- house type plan. If it is
I
know
from
what
I
have
seen
on
fice receipts and got busy with offers
a dozen times over. They congratu able. A potato, for Instance, will fur intended to give the chicks free range
some farms that the hens- made a
lated one and the other, and thus nish excellent forkplay; an egg may after a few weeks old and after they great deal more money—investment, to make big gifts to charity if any
be
nicked
with
such
delicate
deliber
made matters worse. Every congratu
have been weaned from the old hen, work and cost considered — than body could prove that the battle was
a frameup.
Now that Governor Gil
lation only added to the embarrass ation that its opening is precisely a roost may be placed in the back
any other one branch of farming.
lett has denied the interview it is
ment. There were a few like Deacon timed with the scene's closing; bread part of the coop and the young fowls
Most farmers consider the care of
a
probable that the attendance will not
Sprout, who, while dickering with Jo can be infinitely crumbled, and
raised almost to maturity in it.
poultry "woman's work," and some of
be affected.
seph for a hive of bees, turned on him piece of not too brittle toast may be
The
coop
is
36
inches
long
by
18
them
are
actually
ashamed
to
be
seen
bisected and trisected so assiduous
to say:
One enterprising sporting editor al
inches wide, and 18 inches high in helping their wives look after the
"See here, Joe, folks is callin' you a ly that the hungry hero will appear
the rear and 24 inches in front. It fowls. What a mistake! It is not as ready has canvassed the most promi
to
have
quite
satisfied
his
lately
fool, and it's time you knowed it!"
nent pugilists in all classes, and out
clamoring appetite. Yet ridiculous to is divided into two compartments, ma much a woman's work as a man's, be
"But what about, Deacon?"
of 22 who answered 15 said Jeffries
king
each
compartment
18
inches.
cause
it
often
involves
exposure
dur
"About that widder. If you love her exacting persons as it may seem that
Using these dimensions even length ing storms and cold weather and the would win, one said he did not think
and want her, why don't you stand up apparently robust people should have
lumber may be used with scarcely any man who will refuse to save his wife there would be any fight, one thought
no
desire
for
food
or
that
a
starving
like a man and'ask her to have ye?"
it would end in a draw and five ex
man, having pounced upon it like a waste. The two side walls and back from any bit of hard work possible is
"I'm a-goin' to."
pressed the belief that Johnson will
a
pretty
poor
specimen
of
a
farmer,
are
made
tight,
and
it
is
well
to
cover
ravenous street cat, should satisfy all
"When?"
be
the victor. It is a fact well known
if
these
men
would
study
the
science
cravings in the mere pounce, it must them with roofing paper if second
"Tonight."
grade lumber is used.
The roof of poultry raising and give it as much in prize-fight circles that one scrapper
he
conceded
that
art
has
its
demands
But when evening came and he was
attention as any other branch of farm never is a good judge of the ability
seated in the widow's house he talked as well as nature. An actor is prob should be of light pine lumber covered
of another, even though they have met,
Shingles are ing, they would make more money
about
Early
Rose
potatoes, the ably wise to remember that, though with roofing material.
and make it easier. The American and this majority in favor of Jeffries
not
adapted
to
this
coop
or
any
coop
out
of
the
•
fulness
of
the
heart
the
weather of last winter and anything
hen has made her place in agriculture max he taken with a grain of salt,
but love and matrimony. And there mouth speaketh, it may not well speak or poultry house, for that matter, as
by producing millions of dollars every so to speak.
they
become
water
soaked
when
the
out
of
its
own
fulness,
unless
it
is
were old ladies like Aunt Sally War
yepr, and she has earned the respect
ner, who had won and lost three dif willing to excite laughter. Certainly roof is laid at the angle suited to
of every right-thinking farmer in the
Naps Sign a Nebraskan.
the
rule
of
the
drama
seens
to
be
poultry
house
and
coop
construction,
ferent husbands, who would drop in
land.
Ward McDowell, outfielder of the
on the widow to l(iok at her last crazy- that, though all may occasionally hun to hold the warmth down on the
ger, only the comedian may eat.— fowls.
Peru, Neb., Normal school team, was
quilt and make an opening to say:
signed by the Naps, on recommenda
The compartment in which the hen
"Look a-here, Lucy Halsey, how From the Bookman.
Tuberculosis.
is confined is to the left, and is di
much longer is Joe Brown comin'
Tuberculosis seems to be increasing tion of Xen Scott.
Easy.
vided from the one to the right by in this country. It is estimated that
spookin' around here?"
"Few of us attain the heights of re
slats. The dotted lines represent the about ten per cent, of the cows will
"Why, what can you mean?"
McCormick Now a Miller.
nown." "Never mind. Almost any of
door, which is hinged at the bottom react on applying the tuberculin test
"Oh, you know well enough. You us can get into a hall of fame."
Barry McCormick, second baseman,
in front of this compartment, and acts Plenty of sunshine, pure air, sanitary has been released by Milwaukee to the
hain't no pullet. He's been spoonin'
as a platform in front of the coop stables and sound feed are the best Minneapolis team of the American as
By Beecher.
for goodness knows how long, and it's
There Is no such sculpture is that during the day, and at night as a preventives of this disease.
time he toed the mark or dropped out.
sociation.
If it was me I'd find out pretty quick." of character.

COOP FOR HEN AND CHICKS

AMERICAN HEN

IS PROFITABLE

YOUR
BACKACHE
MLLYjELD
To Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
Bloomdale, Ohio.—"I suffered from
terrible headaches, pains in my back
and right side, and
was tired all the
time and nervous.
I could not sleep,
and every month I
could hardly stand
the pain. Lvdia E.
Pinkham's vegeta
ble Compound re
stored me to health
again and made me
feel like a new wo
man. I hope this
letter will induce
other women to avail themselves of
this valuable medicine."—Mrs. E. M.
FREDERICK, Bloomdale, Ohio.
Backache is a symptom of female
weakness or derangement. If you
have backache don't neglect it. To
get permanent relief you must reach
the root of the trouble. Nothing we
know of will do this so safely and surely
as Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com
pound. Cure the cause of these dis
tressing acheS and pains and you will
become well and strong.
The great volume of unsolicited testimony constantly pouring in proves
conclusively that Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
and herbs, has restored health to thou
sands of women.
If you have the slightest doubt
that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege
table Compound will help you,
write to Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn,
Mass., for advice. Your letter
will be absolutely confidential,
and the advice freeTo make pleasures pleasant, shorten
them.—Buxton.

no

YOUR CLOTHES LOOK YELLOW?

If so,\use Red Cross Ball Blue. It will make
them white as snow. 2 oz. package 5 cents.

Soothing.
"But those extremely violent wom
en lunatics—how do you manage to
keep them so quiet?"
"That's an idea of the new superin
tendent's."
"Yes?"
"Yes; he had the straightjackets
made up in the peek-a-boo style."—
Puck.
Honored by the Governor.
Effusive compliments have been
paid to Governor Marshall many
times, but It remained for an old Irish
woman to cap the climax.
The governor met her at a funeral
whiah he attended the other day and
she was full of reverence for the Indi
ana executive.
"Ah," she said, "an' 'tis the guv'nor," and she swallowed up the gov
ernor's slim right hand in her own
right hand, made large and muscular
by many days of toil. "Yis, 'tis the
guv'nor, an' it's glad I am to see ye,
guv'nor, an' indade the corpse is hon
ored by your prisince."—Indianapolis
News.
Lazy William.
"You are advertising for a chauffeur,
I see, Mrs. De Payste."
"Yes, we had to let William go last
week."
"I thought you were well pleased
with him."
"At first
we were, but a new broom
sweeps clean, you know, and we found
that William was lazy. He was fine at
washing the windows, spading the gar
den, pumping the vacuum cleaner,
mowing the lawn, tending the furnace,
running errands, pressing clothes,
sweeping the walks, polishing the
floors, oiling the furniture, preparing
the vegetables, waiting on table and
doing the dishes. But he was lazy. He
used to go to sleep at midnight regu
larly, no matter where he was. Many
a time Mr. De Payste has left the club
for home at two o'clock in the morn
ing and found William snoring in the
car outside. Imagine how it must have
looked to our friends to see our chauf
feur asleep in the street!"

Post
Toasties
with strawberries and cream.
A delightful combination
that strongly appeals to the
appetite.
The crisp, fluffy bits have
a distinctive flavour and are
ready to serve from the
package without cooking.

Convenient,
Appetizing,
Healthful food.

"The Memory Lingers"
Popular pkg. 10c.
Family size, 15c.
Postum Cereal Co., Ltd.
Battle Creek, Mich.

There is no prob
lem of increased cost
of food if you eat
more

Quaker Oats
An ideal food; delicious;
appetizing; strengthening.
Compared with other
foods Quaker Oats costs
almost nothing and yet it
builds the best
Packed in regular size packages, and in
hermetically sealed tins for hot cli
mates.
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Food
Products'
Libby's Vienna Sausage
is distinctly different from any
other sausage you ever tasted.
Just try one can and it is sure
to become a frequent necessity.
Libby's Vienna Sausage just
suits for breakfast, is fine for
luncheon and satisfies at din
ner or supper. Like all of
Libby's Food Products, it is
carefully cooked and prepared,
ready to serve, in Libby's Great
White Kitchen — the cleanest,
most scientific kitchen in the
world.

IN A SERIOUS CONDITION.

A Clean Man

A Case of Terrible Kidney Trouble,,
Henry Palmer, Cole and Walnut Sts.,
Barnesville, 0., says: "My kidney
trouble was caused by hardships and
exposure in the army. The awful pains
across my back grad
ually became more
severe until I was in
constant misery. My
feet and hands were
swollen to twice their
natural size. The kid
ney secretions were
in a terrible condi
tion—for months I voided what seemed
to be clear blood. I became so dizzy
everything seemed to whirl. My con
dition was alarming when I began
using Doan's Kidney Pills. Before long
I improved and was sood strong and
well."
Remember the name—Doan's.
For sale by all dealers. 50 cents a
box. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Strange Inventions at Patent Office

W

ASHINGTON.—"Labor-saving de
vices are always in demand; the
thousand inventors of this country are
all devoting 90 per cent, of their time
to producing such things, each in the
hope of winning for himself fame and
THE COUNTRY FOR HIM.
fortune, cash and credit," said a pat
ent attorney the other day in Wash
ington.
"One of the strangest of these
schemes to lighten the world's work
is a patent recently obtained by an
ingenious person in Des Moines, la.
It is called the self-tipping hat, and
is designed to save the popular per
son from the fatiguing labor of re
moving his hat every time he meets
one of the fair sex with whom he is
acquainted.
" 'Much valuable energy is utilized
in tipping the hat repeatedly,' says
the inventor, 'and my device will re
lieve one of it and at once cause the
hat to he lifted from the head in a
natural manner.' It Is a novel de
vice, in other words, 'for effecting po
lite salutations by the elevation and
rotation of the hat on the head of the
"Golly! If I was eddlcated I'd cer saluting party, when said person bows
tainly find out where de country Is to the person saluted, the actuation
where de chickens lay sich big eggs, of the hat being produced by mech
anism within It, and without the use
an' I'd certainly go dere."
of the hands In any manner.'
"No truly rural person ever could

SKIN BEAUTY PROMOTED

WESTERN CANADA

Upwards of 125 Million
Bushels of Wheat

were harvestedIn 1009. Average
of the throe provinces of Alberta.
Saskatchewan and Manitoba will be
upwards of 23 bushels per acre.
Free homesteads of 160 acres,
and adjoining pre-emptions of
160 acres(at $3 per acre), are to
be had in the choicest districts.
Schools convenient; climate
excellent, soli the very best,
railways close at hand, buildins lumber cheap, fuel easy to
get and reasonable in price,
water easily procured; mixed
farming a success. Write as to
best place for settlement, settlers'
low railway rates, descriptive illus
trated "Last Best West' (sent free
on application), and other informa
tion, to Sup't of Immigration,
Ottawa, Can., or to the Canadian
Government Agent,
W. H. Rogers, 8rd floor Traction Termi
nal Bldg., Indianapolis, I nil. : H. JB.
Williams, Room 20 Law Bldg., Toledo, 0.

(Use address nearest you).

(4)

BP E5 ff® ff® Send postal for
P M |p P Free Package
• IB mm Bss of Paxtine.
Better and more economical
than liquid antiseptics
FOB ALL TOILET USES.

TOILET ANTISEPTIC
Gives one a sweet breath; clean, white,
germ-free teeth—antiseptically clean
mouth and throat—purifies the breath
after smoking—dispels all disagreeable
perspiration and body odor,—much ap
preciated by dainty women. A quick
remedy for sore eyes and catarrh.
A little Paxtine powder dis
solved in a glass of hot water
makes a delightful antiseptic so
lution, possessing extraordinary
cleansing, germicidal and heal
ing power, and absolutely harm
less. Try a Sample. 50c. a
large box at druggists or by mail.

THE PAXTON TOILET CO.. BOSTON, IMASS.

JUSTJHE

PI AfiFyou are looking- for—
I LnUL an irrigated farm in
the Sacramento Valley, Cal
Write today for free information'
Fruit, poultry, hogs, alfalfa. Ideal climate
Easy terms. H.L.HOLLISTER & CO., 205 LaSalls Si.,Chicago

DEFIANCE STARCH

never stlcki
to the Iron.

Thompson's Eye Walor

have been responsible for the inven
tion of eyeglasses for chickens,
which was protected by United States
patents recently.
The glasses are
modeled much after the fashion of
grandpa's 'specs,' the nose rest being
enlarged to go over the chicken's
head, while the ear hooks are joined
in the back.
"No claim is made that the chick
en's eyesight is poor, or that magni
fiers ever are needed that it may the
better discover the reluctant worm or
the elusive bug, but the inventor does
say that the glasses 'are designed to
prevent chickens pecking out each
other's eyes.' The inventor's attempt
to enforce all chickens to wear the
device by legislative action in Kansas
did not succeed, I may say.
"Members of secret societies, whoj
sometimes may be put to much
trouble to secure a sufficiently iracible
goat for the purpose of initiating new
members to their respective lodges,
will be glad to learn that the invent
ive genius of America has come to
their assistance. The device is a me
chanical goat, which can be put in the
closet when not needed; that requires
no feeding and practically no care.
Also, it may be handled by its keeper
without fear of consequences.
"The candidate, blindfolded, Is led
to the side of the animal, and on it he
takes his seat, placing his feet in
stirrups on either side. As the goat
is pushed about the lodgeroom a
series of wheels and rods, geared to
the wheels on which it runs, causes
the animal to buck and rear in a fear
ful manner, keeping the candidate in
continual danger of being shaken off.

Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
prevents these diseases* It makes a man's insides clean
and healthy* It cleans die digestive organs, mokes pure,
clean blood,
clean, healthy flesh*

It restores tone to the nervous system, and cares nervous exhaustion and
prostration. It contains no alcohol or habit-forming drugs.
Constipation is the most unclean uncleanliness. Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pel
lets cure it. They never gripe. Easy to take as candy.

Here's
a chew aL JU
that's al
ways sweet
and clean.
No man wants
to buychewing' tobac
co which has been ex
posed to dust, dirt and
germs.

TIGED
^ FINE CUT

CHEWINC TOBACCO
is the last word in tobacco cleanliness. Tr.or-B
air-tight, dust-proof package is sold to you
from the same tin canister inwhich itcomes.

How One Senator Viewed the Comet

In the treatment of affections of the
skin and scalp which torture, disfig
ure, itch, burn, scale and destroy the
hair, as well as for preserving, puri
fying and beautifying the complexion,
hands and hair, Cuticura Soap and
Cuticura Ointment are well-nigh in
Other popular," ready-fafallible. Millions of women through
out the world rely on these pure, sweet
serve Libby Pure Foods are:
and gentle emollients for all pur
poses of the toilet, bath and nursery,
Cooked Corned Beef
and for the sanative, antiseptic cleans «T HAD no particular interest in Hal1 ley or his comet," says Senator
Peerless Dried Beef
Veal Loaf
ing of ulcerated, Inflamed mucous sur
Simmons of North Carolina, "but Mrs.
faces.
Potter
Drug
&
Chem.
Corp.,
Evaporated Milk
Simmons had. Every morning while
Boston, Mass., sole proprietors of the
Baked Beans
Chow Chow
the papers were full of the phenome
Cuticura Remedies, will mail free, on
non, we would get up at two or three
Mixed Pickles
request, their latest 32-page Cuticura
o'clock. Then Mrs. Simmons would
Book on the skin and hair.
lead me to a window and point out a
Insist on Libby's at your
dark line in the sky. It didn't look
A Tart Tongue.
grocer's.
Col. Robert C. Carter, at a Nash much of a comet to me, but Bhe in
ville banquet, was talking about cam sisted that it was, and I took her
word for it.
paign comrades.
Libby, McNeill & Libby
One morning we went through our
"Then there was Dash of Company
The more I
A," he said. "Dash had the reputation regular performance.
Chicago
of being the nastiest-tongued man in looked then the less I was convinced
that we had seen the comet at all. At
the regiment.
•E
3D
"It was Private Dash, you know, length, after an investigation, I dis
who, out foraging one evening on a covered that our 'comet' was the dim
rich estate, capae accidentally upon outline of a church steeple against the
the owner's wife; a graude dame in sky. Nice performance for a dignified
senator to rise every morning to look
What 1.1. Hill, the Great Railroad Magnate, evening dress.
at
a steeple."
Says About its Wheat-Producing Power)
"Dash asked her for food. She re
The preatent need of this country
fused him. He asked again. But, still
[United States] in another genera
All of the members of the house are
tion or two will be the pro
refusing, she walked away.
viding of homes for its
not acquainted with each other, and
people and producing
"
'No,'
she
said,
'I'll
give
you
noth
sufficient for tnera. The
days of our prominence
ing, trespassing like this! I'll give this often leads to funny mistakes.
as a wheat exporting
you nothing. My mind is made up.'
country are^ono. Can
ada is to be the great
" 'Made up, is it?' said Dash. 'Like
wheat country."
This greatrailroad mag
the rest of you, eh?' "
nate is taking advantage
of the situation by ex
tensive railway build
ing: to thewheat fields
of Western Canada.

Outside cleanliness is less than half the battle." A man may
scrub himself a dozen times a day, and still be unclean. Good
health means cleanliness not only outside, but inside. It means
a clean stomach, clean bowels, clean blood, a clean liver, and
new, clean, healthy tissues. The man who is clean in this way
will look it and act it. He will work with energy and think
clean, clear, healthy thoughts.
He will never be troubled with liver, lung, stomach or blood
disorders. Dyspepsia and indigestion originate in unclean stom
achs. Blood diseases are found where there is unclean blood.
Consumption and bronchitis mean unclean lungs.

Hence yon can buy Tiger anywhere,
at any time and it is always clean,
fresh, moist and full-flavored.
A delicious chew.

Though Adam Monroe Byrd has been
in four congresses, he made one of
these mistakes the other day. Byrd
was making a tariff speech.
He
comes from Mississippi, and, of
course, he thinks the present tariff is
about the worst bill that could have
been framed. He reached the woolen
schedule, and he went up and down
the aisle, directly addressing first one
member and then another. At length
he paused at a desk occupied by a
small man with a Van Dyke heard.
Byrd allowed to this small man that
the woolen schedule was vicious. The
small man nodded sympathetically.
Byrd pounded the small man's desk
vehemently.
"Knowing all the things I have said
to be true, why did you vote for this
schedule?" Byrd demanded of the
small man.
' I did not vote for It."
"You mean to tell this house that
you did not vote for the tariff bill?"
"I do," said the small man.
"Well," said Byrd, "I admire you
for your convictions."
By this time the house was split
ting its sides. The small man was
Representative Edward W. Saunders
of Virginia, who is, of course, a
Democrat, and who, equally, of
course, did not vote for the Payne bill.

5 Cents
Weight Guaranteed
by the United State*
Government.

IIGE:
i*. BRIGHT SWEET

SHEWING T0BAC(

Bid Profits from Cheap
Lands in Eastern Colorado
Eastern Colorado—the wonderful cattle country, great because of
great crops of nutritious grasses and fine water. Better results
afe obtained in the feed-lots of Eastern Colorado than from any
other district.
The best and strongest horses are raised solely on native
grasses without prepared food, and bring fancy prices for cavalry
purposes and general use.
Conditions are ideal for dairying or sheep raising. Mild
winters—plenty of sunshine—abundant pure water, rich grasses, alfalfa,
cow peas, kaffir corn, broom corn, milo maize and cane through
all the year.
Hogs thrive—no cholera or other diseases that, attack swine in
lower altitudes. Hogs raised on alfalfa, fattened on corn raised on the
same.farm, cost $4 per head (including first cost of parent stock) and
sell readily at top prices.

Oklahoma Kids See Sights of Capital

Conditional Piety.

Two Scotch fishermen,
James and
Sandy, belated and befogged on a
rough water, were in some trepidation
lest they should never get ashore
again. At last Jamie said:
"Sandy, I'm steering, and I think
you'd better put up a bit of prayer."
"I don't know how," said Sandy.
"If ye don't I'll chuck ye overboard,"
said Jamie.
Sandy began: "Ob, Lord, I never
asked anything of ye for fifteen years,
and if ye'll only get us safe back, I'll
never trouble ye again, and—"
"Whist, Sandy," said Jamie. "The
boat's touched shore; don't be be
holden to anybody."—Short Stories.

T

HE unusual privilege of the floor
of the house of representatives
was granted to Louis and Temple Abernathy, sons of United States Mar
shal "Jack" Abernathy of Frederick,
Okla., a few days ago. The boys, who
are nine and six respectively, rode
their ponies from their home in Okla
homa to New York, where* they were
to meet their friend, Colonel Roosevent. On their way they stopped in
A DETERMINED WOMAN
Washington for a few days.
Finally Found a Food That Cured Her.
"Uncle Joe" Cannon was responsi
ble for the appearance of Louis and
"When I first read of the remark Temple on the floor. They wore their
able effects of Grape-Nuts food, I de sombreros and long cowboy pants
termined to secure some," says a wom
tucked into boots, and the six-year-old
an in Salisbury, Mo. "At that time had upon the front of his top piece a
there was none kept in this town, but deputy United States marshal's badge.
my husband ordered some from a Chi They were the breeziest things in the
cago traveler.
juvenile line to have struck Capitol
"I bad been greatly afflicted with hill recently. The congressmen gasped
sudden attacks of cramps, nausea,
and vomiting. Tried all sorts of
remedies and physicians, but obtained
only temporary relief. As soon as I
began to use the new food the cramps
disappeared and have never returned.
"My old attacks of sick stomach
were a little slower to yield, but by
continuing the food, that trouble has
disappeared entirely. I am today per
fectly well, can eat anything and
everything I wish, without paying the
penalty that I used to. We would not
HEY are fussed up out at Fort
keep house without Grape-Nuts.
Mjrer,' where the cavalry has its
"My husband was so delighted with headquarters. Recently a Washing
the benefits I received that he has ton youth, who got tired of his ways
been recommending Grape-Nuts to his and the ways of the world in general,
customers and has built up a very and who had sufficient money to go
large trade on the food. He sells them those ways swiftly, decided to enlist.
by the case to many of the leading He did so in the ordinary manner.
physicians of the county, who recom Then one day when he had leave an
mend Grape-Nuts very generally. automobile was drawn up outside of
Therei is some satisfaction in using the fort and the recruit sauntered out
a really scientifically prepared food." and got into it. The officers saw him
Read the little book, "The Road to driven away, and their amazement
Wellville,"in pkgs. "There's aReason." was considerable.
The lines are
Ever rend the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. The} definitely drawn at the fort. There
are grtmune, true, nua full of human are several streets with square houses

SOLD
EVERY
WHERE

and flocked around them.
"How do you like Washington?"
the speaker asked the youngsters.
"Bully," said the boys, who used to
know President Roosevelt, and had
some White House slang.
"Well, my lads," said the speaker,
"this city belongs to 90,000,000 of peo
ple. You own just as much of it as
Andrew Carnegie or John D. Rocke
feller."
The baby deputy marshal looked
very Important. He gazed longingly
out of the window as much as to say
that If he could have his share he
would take the Washington monuument.
"How much do you ride?" asked
the speaker.
"Oh, forty or fifty miles a day," an
swered the wolf-catcher's son.
"You kids! You mean a week," said
the speaker. The Abernathys looked
bored.
"Naw," they said, "a day. We make
50 miles a day easy."
"But the army test," said Uncle
Joe, "that's 90 miles in three days. I
thought that was a pretty severe test
in horseback riding, for grown men,
too."

The climate of Eastern Colorado is the healtlest tn the world for
man and beast. Good churches, good schools and splendid markets.

Now Is the Time to Go
and see for yourself. Take the longed-for trip and see the beauties of the Colorado
Rockies and investigate these fertile cheap lands on the way.
Let me tell you more about Eastern Colorado along the Rock Island Lines. I
want to point you to success. Send me your address, tell me the kind of farming you
prefer, and I will tell you about others who have quit paying rent and now are living
in healthy, happy homes of their own. Write today.
Low fares for the round trip every day
to Denver. Colorado Springs and Pueblo.

L. M. ALLEN, Passenger Traffic Manager
236 La Salle Station, Chicago

AXLE GREASE
is the turning-point to economy
in wear and tear of wagons. Try
a box. Every dealer, everywhere

STANDARD
OIL CO.
(I11corpora ted)

Millionaire Soldier Causes Big Stir

T

Interest.

and neat lawns in front. In these
houses the officers live. The privates
mess together in the big main build
ing in the inclosure.
The officers
couldn't quite see a private coming to
and from headquarters in a machine.
But they couldn't help themselves,
because he was entitled to certain
leaves, and when he got them he was
at liberty to ride in a balloon if he so
chose.
Then, to cap the climax, one night
there was a ball at a swagger down
town hotel. It was given by members
of the "set" in which the young sol
dier had been wont to move. He was
invited and he went. The officers cast
many icy stares his way, but he let
them go. So far there has been a lot
of talk in officers' row at Fort Myer,
but there has been no action. It is
saddening to a gilt-braid man's heart
to see a thing like this and to be able
to do nothing about it.

A Welcome Gift for Any Man
NO STROPPING

NO HONING

30 ft. Bowels—

Biggest organ of the body—the
bowels—and the most important—
It's got to be looked after—neglect
KNOWN THE
means suffering and years of
WORLD OVER
misery. CASCARETS help
nature keep every part of your
bowels clean and strong—then
they act right—means health to
St. Vitas Dance, Epilepsy and all your whole body.
sn,
Nervous Diseases. Send 10 cents
CASCARETS 10c a box for a week's treat
ment. All druggists. Biggest seller in
for 4 ounce bottle.
the world — Million boxes a month.

KIRO CURES
KIRO REMEDY CO., 256 Detroit St., Flint,Mich.

PARKER'S
, HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses sad beautifies the hair.
Promote! a loxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Restore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.
Cures scalp diseases & hair falling.
50c, and |1.00 at Druggists

I

PATENTS

Wataon "E. roleman,Wash«

ington,D.(J. Bookafree. High

est reference*

results.

DAISY FLY KILLER tracts & kills all (lies

Neat.clean, ertiam-ul&l,convenient,cheap.
Lasts All Sea sot .
Mane of nit ta;,cannot
spill or tip over, will
u ot sot1 or tnj ure any
thing. Guaranteed ef
fective. Of all dealers
or setitprep.iid for20o.
IIAROLD SOBERS
160 DcEoib Ave.
Brooklyn, New York

W. N. U., Indianapolis, No. 26-1910.
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Apple Crop
!W. C,
Damaged

By Jane Williams
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flave You Fished ftnu

Yet?

SUBS6RIBE

Mrs, Vayhiiiger delivered an
address at Handfield last Tues
Experts Cay Big April Freeze Fat an day evening.
She directed her
Eiul to Indiana
address principally to the voters
in the audience, urging them to
Fruit.
send men to the next legislature
who are pledged to work and
vote for the interest of the home.
GROWERS ALL OYER
THE STATE AGREE At the close of the meeting an
appeal was made for new mem
bers and fourteen people re
sponded/and
became White RibDestruction Is Complete According to
boners.
Statements Made in All
Flower Mission day was ob
Quarters.
served by the Van Buren Union
at the home of Mrs. Will Sytle.
According to tlie opinion o£ J. M. The devotional service was led
Zion, one of the leading apple grow by Mrs. J. II. Sullivan. Flowers
ers of the state, the apple crop of In- were distributed among the sick.
Draw a straight line across the
diana will he practically nothing for
this year. He declares that- upon in map of the United States from
vestigation he found the severe' freeze Canada to the Gulf, passing
and snowstorm of April 23 and 24 through Oklahoma. Every State
killed the fruit and blasted the touched by that line, save only
chances for one of the biggest fruit Texas, has its capitol under pro
hibition, and three of the States
crops in the history of the state.
Concerning the prospects for fruit in the row are wholly prohibi
tion territory.
Mr. Zion said:
The women on a certain street
"You can say for me that there will
be no apples in Indiana this year. DesMoines, Iowa, are protesting
The freeze of April 23 and 24 did the against a big beer sign in their
The sign bears,
work—and I want to say here that it neighborhood.
wasn't the May frosts that did it, the words "'Blossom Wide's a
The neigh
either, although several alleged fruit Friend-of Mine."
experts and horticulturists have made bors claim the statement is un
this assertion in the press and by bul true, and that the sign is repul
sive, and that unless the city re
letins.
"I made a critical examination of moves it they will. It would be
my orchard soon after the freeze and well if all our Unions would be
discovered that the buds were killed. gin to look around for pernicious
Of course in some upland orchards advertisements.
The teaching of the true nature
that are well protected there may be
a few apples, but these will be of of alcohol in our public schools,
the instruction regarding total
poor quality and light in quantity.
Mr. Zion said that there was a abstinance and prohibition in
similar freeze in 1906, but owing to our Sunday schools; the distri
the fact that it was cold but a few bution of literature through
hours and that the weather was dry which the printed page has
instead of rain and snow, the fruit reached and influenced millions
was not injured to any extent at that of people > the medal contests
time, although, he said, many fruit that have presented the truth in
men predicted the crop had been an attractive manner to persons,
ruined. It was one of the largest the many of whom would attend no
state had ever grown. Mr. Zion con other kind of a temperance meet
tends that the conditions then and on ing, our branches of work for the
April 23 and 24 are vastly different young people and children which
and that predictions of a fair crop have trained skilled soldiers for
the temperance army, through
this year are without foundation.
Reports from varions fruit growers these and many other depart
of the state to Mr. Zion show that ments that might be. mentioned
the W. C. T. U. has laid the
prospects are not very bright for ap
foundation broad and deep for
ples.
national and world wide prohi
William Waltman, who has a 150acre orchard in Brown county, says: bition.

We have received

Rods and Poles

Lines and Reels
Hooks and Sinkers

UPLAND

Enough to bring home all the fish in THE

ATLANTIC OCEAN
BELL HARDWARE CO.

ENTERPRISE*

$1.00 per year
J\[EW Sfiring and Sum
mer styles on sale -How!
If anything a little bit smart
er and more exclusive than
usual.

-J he hmd you see

on Paris boulevards - Fifth
Avenue too. Every last and

Repeating Shotguns'

leather that a woman could
fiossibly

U S E D

want at any time.

A. DICKERSON

"It was the freeze of April 23 and 24
Foley Kidney Pills containing
that did the work. The June 'drop' concentrated form ingredients ot
is now on and not many apples are established therapeutic value for
left on the trees."
the relief and cure of all kidney
Thomas Newby of Carthage, a and bladder ailments. Sold by
prominent grower of all kinds of The People's Drug Store.
fruit, says the freeze of April killed
all varieties. "I never knew of so
complete destruction," he says. Amos
Garretson of f Pendleton says there
will, be no apples, plums or pears in
his district.
R. A. Simpson, of Vincennes de
clares most of the apples are killed.
"We expected 30,000 barrels but will
not get any."
S. A. Hazelett, of Greencastle, says
there will be a few scattering varie
ties but the bulk of the bud crop has
been frozen to death by the April
cold snap. William Walton & Son of
Laporte, who are among the largest
growers of fruit in Indiana made an
attempt to save their orchards by the
use of oil pot fires.
He says: "We
used the fires five
nights to advant
age but when the mercury went down
to 26 we knew it was all off. We
used 500 stoves and 80 barrels of oil
but could not save the crop. The
fruit is a total loss."
Mr. Zion had assurances from other
growers in the state that the crops
of plums,' pears, peaches and apples
were done for in 1910.
A DREADFUL WOUND
from a knife, gun, tin can, rusty nail,
fireworks, or any other nature, de
mands prompt treatment with Bucklen's Arnica Salve to prevent blood
poison or gangrene. It's the quickets,
surest healer for all such wounds as
also for Burns, Boils, Sores, Skin
Eruptions, Eczema, Chapped Hands,
Corns or Piles. 25c at

T. M, Smith & Co.

ENTERPRISE ADDS PAY
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T H E
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RELIABLE

REPEATERS

UNIVERSITY
INDIANA

UPLAND

If you wish a college education, Taylor University is an excellent place to secure it. If
you wish an academic course, you will find excellent opportunities at Taylor University. If
you wish training in vocal and instrumental music, Taylor will furnish you the very best
opportunity. The efficiency of our oratory department is shown by the very large attend
ance during this year. The best place to take theological training is where the atmo
sphere is of the evangelistic type. Taylor University offers special advantages in this de
partment. If you wish training in bookkeeping or stenography, you will find competent in
structors in this line. Parents will find this a safe place to send their sons and daughters.
Young people will do well to investigate her merits before choosing a school. People of
wealth cannot find a better place to invest their means

SEND FOR CATALOG

REV. M. VAYHINGER, President

S . A R M Y .

The U. S. Army authorities know a gun; that
is why, when they decided to equip some troops
with repeating shotguns, they selected the Win
chester in preference to all other makes. The
experts of the U. S. Ordnance Board also know
a gun; that's why, after submitting a Winches
ter Repeating Shotgun to all sorts of tests, they
pronounced it safe, sure, strong and simple. If
you want a shotgun—buy the one whose
strength and reliability led the U. S. Army
authorities to select it and the U. S. Ordnance
Board to endorse it—that's the Winchester.

UPLAND, INDIANA

Next Term Taylor University Opens September 13, 1910

